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A survey of biophysical and biomedical applications of free-electron lasers~FELs! is presented.
FELs are pulsed light sources, collectively operating from the microwave through the x-ray range.
This accelerator-based technology spans gaps in wavelength, pulse structure, and optical power left
by conventional sources. FELs are continuously tunable and can produce high-average and
high-peak power. Collectively, FEL pulses range from quasicontinuous to subpicosecond, in some
cases with complex superpulse structures. Any given FEL, however, has a more restricted set of
operational parameters. FELs with high-peak and high-average power are enabling biophysical and
biomedical investigations of infrared tissue ablation. A midinfrared FEL has been upgraded to meet
the standards of a medical laser and is serving as a surgical tool in ophthalmology and human
neurosurgery. The ultrashort pulses produced by infrared or ultraviolet FELs are useful for
biophysical investigations, both one-color time-resolved spectroscopy and when coupled with other
light sources, for two-color time-resolved spectroscopy. FELs are being used to drive soft ionization
processes in mass spectrometry. Certain FELs have high repetition rates that are beneficial for some
biophysical and biomedical applications, but confound research for other applications. Infrared
FELs have been used as sources for inverse Compton scattering to produce a pulsed, tunable,
monochromatic x-ray source for medical imaging and structural biology. FEL research and FEL
applications research have allowed the specification of spin-off technologies. On the horizon is the
next generation of FELs, which is aimed at producing ultrashort, tunable x rays by self-amplified
spontaneous emission with potential applications in biology. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A free-electron laser~FEL! is a free beam of relativistic
electrons that passes through a periodic magnetic field
results in the stimulated emission of light.1 As such, these
accelerator-based devices convert the kinetic energy of
electrons into light. In contrast, the medium for conventio
lasers is bound electrons and the accompanying atomic
clei, which restrict laser performance in some ways. FE
can be quasicontinuous or have high-peak and in some c
high-average optical power. They can produce long opt
pulses, produce pulses with durations as short as subpico
onds, or have a complex superpulse structure. The deter
ing factors that establish the detailed characteristics of
light emitted by a FEL include the electron beam energy a
electron pulse structure as well as the magnetic field cha
teristics. FELs are continuously tunable and have succ
fully operated in the microwave, far infrared, midinfrare
visible, ultraviolet and x-ray ranges. There are several ex
lent reviews of FELs.2

There are many FELs worldwide located in relative
large research facilities, each typically providing thousan
of hours of beam time. Leading centers for biomedical a
biophysical FEL applications include the far-infrared facili
at the University of California, Santa Barbara~UCSB!, mid-
infrared facilities at Duke, Stanford, and Vanderbilt Unive
sities, The Jefferson Laboratory, FELIX in The Netherlan
and laboratories in France and Japan, and ultraviolet fa
ties at Duke and the LURE laboratory in France. Progr
continues in FEL physics, in particular, the pursuit of u
trashort pulsed x-ray FELs.

Multidisciplinary research teams have pioneered
early applications experiments, taking advantage of

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
edwards@fel.duke.edu
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unique light source capabilities. As they have proved s
cessful, experimental techniques have migrated between
physical, biological, and biomedical sciences. Here we w
review research accomplishments in the biophysical and
medical sciences as well as comment on future prospe
Naturally there have been numerous investigations of F
applications in the physical sciences,3 but they fall outside of
the scope of this review.

FELs are versatile light sources that allow pioneeri
applications research by tuning to wavelengths of cho
with relative ease. Many FEL laboratories are centers of
cellence for interdisciplinary research where scientific p
nomena have been discovered and characterized. This
understanding has allowed the specification of novel, de
cated technology to exploit these phenomena to improve
human condition. The spin-off technology is less comp
and resource demanding than FELs, but indeed is a co
quence of FEL development and FEL-applications resea

II. TISSUE ABLATION WITH THE MARK-III FEL

The argon ion, excimer, and CO2 lasers are in routine
medical use.4 The visible argon ion laser has the advanta
that it can be transmitted through the structures of the
and focused to coagulate~remodel! and thus treat tissue
However, visible lasers are not effective tools for tissue
lation, i.e., removing a targeted volume of tissue such t
the surrounding tissue is biologically viable. In contrast, t
ultraviolet ~UV! excimer has the advantage that it can e
tissue with essentially no collateral damage. Conseque
the excimer is a very effective tool for reshaping the corn
to correct its optical properties, i.e., laser vision correctio
Typically, the outer surface of the cornea, a cellular tissue
partially cut and lifted to expose the interior stroma, an ac
lular tissue, which is laser etched. Concerns about the po
tial mutagenic effects of ultraviolet radiation, i.e., phot
chemical effects mediated by excited electronic states, h
il:
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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3209Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 7, July 2003 FEL-based biophysical instrumentation
largely prevented medical applications of the UV to cellu
tissues. The infrared spectrum is typified by vibrational tra
sitions, with far less concern about photochemistry. The
frared CO2 laser is used for surface treatments of some tis
types, where the ablated volume is surrounded by a zon
denatured and possibly charred tissue, useful for control
bleeding. In these applications the collateral damage is
ceptable since the overall tissue remains biologically viab
However, there are many potential medical applicatio
where such a zone of collateral damage is unaccepta
Consequently, there has been great interest in the biome
community to explore the ablative properties of infrar
lasers5 to see if they can mimic the clean cutting of th
excimer.

The Mark-III FEL is a tunable, infrared source in th
2–10 mm range with high-peak and high-average powe6

The Mark-III produces a superpulse: the ‘‘micropulse’’
about a picosecond in duration and contains tens of mi
joules; the ‘‘macropulse’’ is a train of tens of thousands
picosecond pulses with a duration of about 5 ms and deliv
tens of millijoules; the repetition rate of the macropulse is
to 30 Hz.

A. Infrared wavelengths and thermodynamics

Tissue typically is about 75% water, which is strong
absorbed in the infrared. So strongly absorbed that trans
sion infrared spectroscopy is not a viable option for inve
gating tissue in its native state of hydration. However, atte
ated total reflectance~ATR! is a near-field or evanescen
wave technique ideal for strongly absorbing samples. T
ATR sampling technique is particularly powerful whe
coupled with Fourier transform infrared~FTIR! spectros-
copy. In practice, the hydrated tissue is placed on the sur
of an infrared material with a relatively high refractive inde
Broadband infrared light propagates in the material such
it reflects from the material/tissue interface under the con
tion of total internal reflection, i.e., the tissue is only expos
to the evanescent wave. Consequently, the highly absor
sample is optically sampled in the near field and we gain
of the advantages of FTIR spectroscopy.7

Figure 1 presents a midinfrared spectrum of cornea, n
ral tissue, and dermis. To first order, the midinfrared m
sures the localized vibrational modes of tissue compone
Thus these spectra are similar because the midinfrared is
particularly sensitive to higher structural organization. Co
sequently, the results summarized below can be genera
to many tissues. These spectra serve as guides for sele
FEL wavelengths for investigating tissue ablation as well
providing a biophysical foundation for interpreting the r
sults.

A series of experimental investigations have dem
strated that targeting a midinfrared Mark-III FEL to wav
lengths near 6.45mm results in tissue ablation at a substa
tial ablation rate with minimal and at times undetecta
collateral damage. The seminal study reported investigat
of FEL ablation in ocular, neural, and dermal tissues a
proposed a thermodynamic model to account for these
perimental observations.8 Wavelengths near 6.45mm couple
into the spectral wing of the bending mode of water cente
Downloaded 23 Nov 2004 to 129.59.117.225. Redistribution subject to A
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at 6.1mm as well as the amide-II vibrational mode center
at 6.45mm, both relatively broad spectral features. Therm
dynamic reasoning suggested that the reduction in collat
damage is due to differential absorption; more specifica
tissue integrity is compromised due to laser heating of
nonaqueous components of tissue prior to explosive va
ization due to laser heating of the aqueous compone

FIG. 1. ATR-FTIR spectra of cornea, neural tissue, and dermis in ne
native states of hydration. The dominant feature is the OH-stretch mod
water near 3300 cm21 ~3 mm!. The partially resolved spectral band ne
1650 cm21 is deconvolved in the inset. Three modes are found to contrib
the amide I vibrational mode of protein at 1665 cm21 ~6.0 mm!, the OH
bending mode of water at 1640 cm21, and amide II vibrational mode of
protein at 1550~6.45mm!.
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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These observations laid the groundwork to pursue hum
surgery with a Mark-III FEL.

Experiments that investigate the ablation of bone w
the Mark-III FEL demonstrate that the 6.1–6.45mm range is
efficient in cutting cortical bone.9 There is relatively little
collateral damage and the healing response proceeds
faster rate during the first two to four weeks compared
cutting with a bone saw. The investigators concluded t
infrared ablation in bone is due to explosive vaporization a
that ablation is enhanced by targeting the protein matrix
cortical bone via the overlapping amide I and amide
modes in the unresolved spectral band in the 6.1–6.45mm
range. Experiments that investigate the ablation of de
hard substances between 5 and 12mm, including phosphate
bands at 9.5mm associated with hydroxyapatite, exhib
wavelength dependent surface modifications ranging fr
partial vitrification to surface roughening.10 Additional inves-
tigations of Mark-III FEL ablation of other soft tissues an
materials have been reported.11

B. Pulse structure and dynamics

While the thermodynamic model accounts for the wa
length dependence of infrared tissue ablation, it lacks de
of the dynamics. The time constants of the Mark-III sup
pulse~Fig. 2! are 1 ps, 350 ps, 2–6ms, and tens of ms and
correspond to the micropulse duration, micropulse sep
tion, macropulse duration, and macropulse repetition r
respectively. In principle, these time constants correspon
multiple dynamic processes that need to be sorted out ex
mentally.

A full macropulse that delivers tens of millijoules drive
multiple dynamic processes. In an effort to reduce the nu
ber of processes, a broadband infrared Pockel’s cell was
veloped based on a CdTe crystal.12 The Pockel’s cell
switches out a train of micropulses as short as 60 ns, de
ering hundreds of microjoules, and as long as 2 ms, deli

FIG. 2. Superpulse structure from a Mark-III FEL. From top to bottom
train of three macropulses, a single macropulse, three micropulses, a
single micropulse.
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ing 1 mJ, enabling pulse duration and wavelength depend
measurements of the FEL-induced stress transients and
tion plumes.13 The back surface of a gelatin sample read
adheres to the surface of a 9mm thick PVDF piezoelectric
film that measures stress transients induced by FEL irra
tion. The stress transients were measured with 500 M
bandwidth electronics. For fluences below the ablat
threshold, the superposition of asymmetric thermoela
waves is detected. A continuous HeNe beam that is para
to and 10mm above the front surface of the gelatin is f
cused on a silicon photodiode with a 25 ns response tim
monitor the ablation plume. For fluences above the abla
threshold, the superposition of an asymmetric thermoela
wave with momentum recoil is detected. Furthermore,
wavelength dependence of the duration of the ablation plu
indicates that 6.45mm radiation compromises the mechan
cal properties of the gelatin, as do measurements of the
ticle size distribution in the ablated material.14

Dynamic light scattering has been used to monitor FE
induced denaturation of cartilage and cornea.15 The tissue
samples are about 1 mm thick and initially in a state
nearly native hydration. Light of 600–700 nm passes throu
a sample from the back surface, such that the light is focu
on the front surface. Nearly forward scattered light is c
lected with a photodiode array, where the capture rate
1–4 Hz, while the front surface is radiated by the FEL. Nin
teen wavelengths between 2.2 and 8.5mm were investigated
to determine the threshold energy and kinetic coefficients
denaturation. The signature for structural alteration is an
crease in the distribution of visible light scattering. The min
mum threshold was observed at 6.45mm. For most FEL
wavelengths, there is an inverse correlation between the
naturation threshold and the absorption coefficient. Howe
for wavelengths near 3 and 6mm, the denaturation threshol
does not obey this inverse correlation and instead is g
erned by heating kinetics.

Experimental attempts to ablate tissue with a kHz rep
tion rate, picosecond optical parametric amplifier~OPA!,
where peak intensities and total energy delivered were c
parable to those typically used in Mark-III FEL tissue ab
tion, were unsuccessful.16 Consequently, a detailed theoret
cal investigation of the role of nanosecond dynamics
thermal diffusion in infrared tissue ablation was carri
out.17 It was found that the temperatures of the surface lay
of tissue water reached many hundreds of degrees in se
nanoseconds: at this rate the outer saline layers become
perheated and lead to explosive vaporization. During t
time, the temperature of the surface layers of protein m
either exceed or trail the water temperatures by tens to h
dreds of degrees, depending upon the wavelength-depen
differential absorption of water and protein. At 6.45mm the
protein temperatures uniformly exceed the water tempe
tures and a Arrhenius treatment of protein dynamics in
cates that ductile, native protein begins to convert into brit
denatured protein. Apparently the brittle fracture at the on
of explosive vaporization leads to the confinement of coll
eral damage.

d a
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C. Future prospects

A key to the dynamics governing infrared tissue ablat
is the differential heating rates for protein and saline. T
dynamics are not established by the superpulse structure
se. Instead, the heating rates must be rapid enough to d
the separation in temperature between protein and water
ers to achieve both protein denaturation and the superhe
of water. This observation leads to reconsideration of the
of the Mark-III FEL superpulse structure in tissue ablatio
In particular, theoretical calculations indicate that pulse
ration of tens of nanoseconds with the same average en
as the superpulse should achieve similar ablative results

Little is known about the polymer dynamics that lead
brittle fracture. In particular, what is the wavelength depe
dence for achieving mechanical confinement in addition
thermal confinement on such short length and time scale
seems evident that linear and nonlinear pressure waves
play a role in the onset of nonthermal collateral damage
addition, it has been proposed that the Mark-III FEL, f
fluences below the ablative threshold, can operate as a s
wave generator.18 Since the pressure waves alter membra
permeability, there may be drug delivery applications.

Within the macropulse, the Mark-III FEL is a GHz rep
etition rate picosecond laser with high-peak and hig
average power.19 This is the consequence of the pulse pow
system, including the long-pulseS-band klystron, the modu
lator, and the pulse-forming network.20 FELs are light
sources with unique capabilities that are typically comp
and expensive. Relaxing the constraint from a GHz repeti
rate, tunable infrared laser to a single wavelength, lower r
etition rate, infrared laser with a pulse duration of tens
nanoseconds is technologically much more forgiving. T
analysis suggests the feasibility of a nonaccelerator-ba
medical laser, with a pulse duration of 10 ns, operating n
6.45mm.

III. MARK-III FEL AS A SURGICAL LASER

The Vanderbilt Mark-III FEL first lased in 1991 and in
tially served as a research tool for five years. The adven
human medical applications necessitated upgrading
Mark-III to meet the operational standards of a medical la
which are quite different from the standards of a resea
laser. In 1996, a major effort commenced to upgrade
Mark-III FEL to the status of a medical laser for huma
surgery.20

A. Failure analysis

The types of failures for the FEL and its subsystems
the gamut from those that self-correct, like an arc in
klystron tube, to those that are nearly catastrophic and m
require days to weeks to repair, e.g., vacuum leaks or
failure of high voltage components in the pulsed power s
system. The failures fall into the following categories:

~1! major, planned shutdowns scheduled typically more th
one month in advance and extending over more tha
few days;

~2! routine maintenance, scheduled typically at least a w
in advance and extending over a few hours;
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~3! nonroutine maintenance that requires the FEL to be s
down for more than 1 h or so, butthat can be schedule
at the beginning of the next running day;

~4! repair of minor, immediate failures that may require mi
utes to an hour;

~5! repair of medium size failures that may require a fe
hours to a day;

~6! repair of major failures that requires many days
weeks;

~7! self-correcting faults such as klystron arcs which int
rupt the operation for seconds or minutes.

Obviously the impact on surgeons using the FEL d
pends on the category of failure. Interruptions of a few m
utes have negligible impact for a surgeon performing a 3 h
procedure, whereas catastrophic failure would disrupt pat
care. Predictability is essential for human surgery. Predic
FEL performance one day into the future based on curr
behavior and accumulated diagnostics was one of the m
goals of the reliability upgrades.

The reliability plan included~1! stocking spare parts
especially klystrons,~2! upgrading the control system fo
both better robustness and for more and better diagnos
and ~3! following sound engineering practices in the hig
voltage, pulsed-power systems.

B. Subsystem upgrades

The klystron is a long pulse, 30 MWS-band microwave
amplifier manufactured by Triton ETD. One such klystro
had provided eight years of operation, but was beginning
show poor high-power performance. Klystrons have re
tively high infant mortality and require several weeks
commission. Consequently at least one fully condition
spare is now kept on hand. The modulator includes a 40
6 A dc power supply that charges up a bank of capacit
@pulse-forming network~PFN!# and switches the PFN acros
a transformer that drives an electron beam through the
stron. The environment of the modulator is quite inhos
table: there are high voltages with the resulting corona
ozone effects and the high voltage is switched quickly wit
high-power thyratron, resulting in large electromagnetic
terference throughout its cabinet and in adjacent equipm

The most important upgrades to the modulator w
power regulation using Sola ferromagnetic resonant po
conditioners. Previously both the thyratron and the klystr
filament power would vary during the day and need const
adjusting to maintain performance. For the thyratron,
nicely isolated, discrete box was custom built by Norths
Research, rebuilt by FEL Center personnel, and used to d
all the connections of the thyratron including the trigg
pulse. The upgraded power regulation dramatically improv
the operation of the modulator.

Other modifications can be characterized as sound e
neering practices. Air cooling was increased to the cab
that houses all the modulator components. The circulat
cooling, and filtering of the insulating oil was improved. Th
oil blackens over time, presumably due to corona and in
quent arcing: filtering the oil keeps it clean and a full o
change is done annually.
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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Another key step towards reaching the desired ope
tional standards was addressing the technical limitati
present throughout the building. For example, air conditi
ing the room that contains the modulator as well as ot
power supplies and electronics also turned out to be p
lematic. A system typically used as a computer room
conditioning system was installed. The system is highly
dundant, which has proved invaluable when one of its co
ponents requires service. In addition, a special chilled w
system for cooling the linear accelerator~linac! was in-
stalled. It was designed and built by Innoventor Engineer
Inc. and replaced an aging passive system that was unab
maintain the linac temperature especially during the sum
months. The design specifications met by the cooling sys
were that the linac would be maintained at60.05 F while
running the modulator and all the other systems on the c
ing loop in steady state. It also keeps the temperature ste
at 60.15 F during interruption of the modulator for as lon
as 2 min. It has a variable temperature setpoint of 75–10
It also can expel up to 80 kW of heat, although at our pres
operating maximum of 30 as opposed to 60 Hz it rar
expels more than 30 kW of heat. The system performs
designed and has led directly to better spectral stability
power stability in the FEL.

The original control system was based on two eight y
old 8086-compatible STD-Bus PCs used to perform re
time data acquisition and control. EMIs from the near
modulator periodically rebooted these computers due
noise on the backplane, attributed to aging connectors in
computers and to increased EMI from the modulator. Th
two 8086 computers were replaced with a dedicated Ma
tosh PowerPC connected over a general purpose inter
bus ~GPIB! network to several devices, one of which is
HP VXI-bus data conditioning and acquisition system. T
directly improved operations and increased the amount
quality of the diagnostic information from the FEL su
systems. The program on the Macintosh was written an
maintained by center personnel and is the first, fastest s
ware safety check of the subsystems. This Macintosh is
worked to another Macintosh runningLABVIEW , which is the
operator interface to the control system.

The optics of the laser cavity and the laser beam tra
port system were upgraded. The output mirror of the cav
is a dielectric coated ZnSe mirror. There are five sets
different wavelength bands: 2–3, 2.8–4.2, 4–6, and 6
mm, as well as a special mirror with 15% transmission in t
bands, at 2.8–3.2 and 5.8–6.8mm. A three-mirror and later
four-mirror carrousel replaced a single mirror mount in t
laser cavity. Before the upgrade, mirrors were only chan
once or twice a week because of the interruption to F
operation and because of the radiation hazard in acces
the laser cavity midweek. With the four-mirror carrousel t
full wavelength range can be scanned with only modest
terruption to lasing while the new mirror is put into positio
and aligned.

It is necessary to keep the infrared beam transport
tem at rough vacuum pressures because several bands
FEL wavelength range are highly attenuated in air. There
7 mirrors between the laser cavity and the laser diagnos
Downloaded 23 Nov 2004 to 129.59.117.225. Redistribution subject to A
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room, and 14 mirrors between the cavity and the opera
room. With so many mirrors even a few percent of scatter
loss per mirror results in large loss of power from the las
The beam transport system degrades slowly over time b
from exposure to the FEL and from exposure to air or
from the vacuum pumps. Mirrors are checked several time
year to determine if the losses at any given wavelength h
increased. It is of interest that one mirror typically has be
found to be the cause of the problem.

There were several important lessons learned during
eration and maintenance of the Mark-III FEL. One is th
running the FEL 72 h a week nearly every week, allowin
some time Monday morning for routine maintenance a
startup, is beneficial for two reasons. First, an operator
engineer likely will be monitoring the control system whe
problems develop, making identification of the proble
easier and quicker. Second, there is a lot of time to inve
gate, at least via the computer diagnostics, intermittent pr
lems and plan shutdowns for more invasive diagnostics
times that are least disruptive.

C. Results

These upgrades substantially improved the operation
the Mark-III FEL in general, and benefited both the medic
and nonmedical user communities. The predictability e
ceeded 95% and serious failures have been limited to
weeks per year. As a consequence, this Mark-III FEL read
satisfies the requirements for investigational human surg
Furthermore, the spectral and power stability of the Mark-
is greatly improved, as well as the ease of scanning the
range of infrared wavelengths.

IV. MEDICAL BEAM DELIVERY
FOR THE MARK-III FEL

Establishing a stable, reliable, user-friendly delivery s
tem at the W. M. Keck FEL Center at Vanderbilt Universi
that transports the infrared beam from the FEL to the surg
suite approximately 90 m away is a challenging task. St
dards established for medical laser technology need to
achieved to satisfy the strict requirements necessary for
man surgery. Operating in the wavelength range beyond
mm requires unconventional beam delivery techniques du
the broad tunability of the FEL, the strong atmospheric a
sorption, high peak intensity of the micropulses, and lo
distance between the laser source and operating field. Al
ment, pointing stability, reproducibility, and safety concer
of the beam transport system are addressed in the desig

A. Beam alignment

The laser cavity, electron accelerator, and power sup
of the Mark-III FEL are located in the basement of the fou
floor building.20 The fourth floor houses a fully equippe
surgical facility, which includes two operating rooms~ORs!
~OR1 and OR2!, patient preparation rooms, and a recove
ward. Due to atmospheric absorption, the beam trans
system is evacuated and terminates in the OR. The bea
either matched to the entrance aperture of an articulated
ror arm using a two-lens telescope or it is refocused usin
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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single lens into a hollow waveguide based, handheld deliv
probe. Figure 3 shows part of the surgical floor plan with
laser contingency room~LCR! and the two ORs. The lase
parameters~spectrum, energy, repetition rate, and macro- a
micropulse durations! are monitored on an optical table i
the LCR where the beam path can be switched to either

Each OR has two ceiling mounted beam ports~OR1C,
OR1W, OR2C, and OR2W!. Beam transport from the LCR
to the ORs is achieved by directing the beam upward in
LCR onto a mirror at 45°, then horizontally~above the ceil-
ing! to the OR. In the ceiling mounted mirror tanks, a 4
angled mirror reflects the beam downward into the OR t
reference point marked by a crosshair. The crosshair in
center of the optical beam path is monitored with a cam
~mounted in the ceiling mirror tank! and displayed in the
LCR. These crosshairs are the reference points for moun
the articulated mirror arm or launching into a waveguide
possibly a fiber device. The maximum energy per mac
pulse delivered to the beam ports is about 70 mJ and dep
on the gain curve of the Mark-III FEL. Consequently, t
average output power is up to 2 W. Mirrors with a diame
of 76 mm ~3 in.! ~protected silver coated Si, II-VI, Inc.
Saxonburg, PA! are mounted in the turning chambers of t
beam transport system and are equipped with motorized
justment screws~8301-MRA picomotors, New Focus, San

FIG. 3. Partial floor plan showing the beam path from the laser continge
room ~LCR! to the operating rooms~OR1 and OR2!.
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Clara, CA! under remote control~a 8732 picomotor multi-
axis driver, New Focus, Santa Clara, CA!. Part of the laser
beam (;10%) is split off using a CaF2 beamsplitter~ISP,
Tarrytown, NY! and directed through a CaF2 window out of
the transport system and onto the optical table in the L
and is used for diagnostic and alignment purposes. The
put from two pyroelectric quadrant detectors~PQD-220,
Molectron Detector, Inc., Portland, OR! is analyzed and used
as feedback signals for the automated alignment system

Figure 4 shows a simplified schematic of the system t
delivers the FEL beam to any one of the four ports in the t
ORs. The FEL beam enters the fourth floor on the left si
M0 and M1 are the main alignment mirrors used to guide
FEL beam to the ports near the wall~OR1W and OR2W!.
Mirror M1 can be moved out of the beam path by means
a vacuum feed-through lever~MDC Vacuum Products Corp.
Hayward, CA!, so that the FEL beam can pass to mirror M
Mirrors M0 and M2 reflect and align the beam to the po
near the center of the ORs~OR1C and OR2C!. Each of the
ceiling mounted mirror tanks in the LCR contains two m
rors that direct the beam either to OR1 or OR2. The mirr
~OR1W, OR2W, OR1C, and OR2C! are drawn elliptically in
Fig. 4 to represent the fact that the beam is reflected perp
dicular to the plane of the page toward the ORs. A pho
graph of this system in the LCR is shown in Fig. 5.

The alignment procedure coaligns the infrared beam
the FEL with the visible beam of a HeNe laser, which
initially aligned to the beam ports in the ORs~Fig. 4!. In
brief, the alignment procedure consists of~1! aligning the
HeNe beam to the crosshair in the OR;~2! aligning the two
quad cells, QD1 and QD2~PQD-220, Molectron Detecto
Inc., Portland, Oregon!, to the split off part of the aiming
beam such that the centroid of the HeNe beam hits the q
cell in the center; and~3! using mirrors M0 and M1 to align
the FEL beam to the center of the quad cells.21 A computer
code was written inLABVIEW ~National Instruments, Austin
TX! that uses the signals of the quadrant detectors as f

y

FIG. 4. Schematic of the beam switching and alignment system on the optical table in the laser contingency room.
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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back to align the mirrors~M0 and M1!, thereby controlling
the picomotors on the mirror mounts as actuators. The a
rithm aligns the FEL beam with M0 to the center of QD1 a
that with M1 to the center of QD2 in an iterative loop. Afte
the infrared FEL beam is aligned to the center of the be
port, beam splitter BS1 can be moved out of the beam pat
maximize the power of the FEL to the OR. This is done
means of a vacuum feed-through lever. Considering the
sitivity of the quadrant detectors, parallelism of the windo
and the beam splitters, accuracy of the mirror mounts and
piezoelectric screws, and proportional feedback contro
the computer code, the current setup can coalign the H
beam and the infrared beam within a divergence of about
mrad, that is, the center of the beams can be displaced u
2 mm over the 20 m path length between the LCR and
thest OR port.

In the ceiling mounted mirror tanks in the OR, a 4
angled mirror reflects the IR beam down into the OR wh
it transmits through a 10 cm diam, 1 cm thick BaF2 window
that serves as the final window in the evacuated trans
system. The beam ports in each of the ORs are equipped
precision optic mounts to adjust the waveguide or fiber c
pling device or the articulated mirror arm to its final optim
position. Figure 6 shows the delivery handheld probe and
articulated mirror arm connected to the ceiling mounted m
ror tanks in the ORs, and gives a good overall impression
the actual design. The optomechanical mounts and a ph
diode connected to a pulse counting unit are inside the w
enclosure hanging from the ceiling. This enclosure is pur
with nitrogen in order to avoid atmospheric losses. An ad
tional nitrogen port is provided as a purge line for the sur
cal beam delivery device. The surgeon controls a shutte
the beam path by a foot switch~pedal!. This shutter defaults
to its closed position.

B. Beam stability

We investigated the stability of the delivery system ov
the 90 m path length; in particular, we were concerned ab
variations in temperature in the building. We measured

FIG. 5. Photograph of the laser contingency room showing the optical t
with the capability for the beam switching and alignment. QD1 and QD2
the quadrant detectors outside the evacuated beam transport system.
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beam stability in the OR over the course of 1 h, at a tim
typical for a surgical procedure. The resolution for angu
drift of the beam was 0.06 mrad, i.e., the beam drift w
,5% of the beam diameter while the temporal energy o
put varied'5%. However, if the FEL needs to be retune
during a procedure, the infrared beam typically becom
misaligned and the transmission of energy can be unacc
ably reduced. In this case, realignment with the current s
tem can be accomplished within 5 min.

C. Surgical delivery device

The final stage of the beam delivery system needs to
a flexible, maneuverable device that terminates in a hand
probe amenable to the surgeon to use as a precision sur
instrument. The key specifications for this device are fle
ibility, maneuverability, ruggedness, and ability to be ste
ized. In addition, depending on the clinical application,
much as 30 mJ per macropulse needs to be delivered w
focusing onto a spot size of 300mm diameter. Due to wave
length range and peak irradiance constraints, fiber optic
livery is at the present time not feasible.22 We have imple-
mented two alternative strategies for surgical beam deliv
First, a modified articulated arm was outfitted with infrar
mirrors and terminated with a focusing lens (f 5125 mm).
This proven technology gives six degrees of freedom,
relatively low losses, and is robust. We have delivered
much as 50 mJ/macropulse to tissue in a 300mm spot size
with this articulated arm. The major disadvantage is the m

le
e

FIG. 6. Photograph of the two beam ports in OR2: The articulated mi
arm is mounted on the left and the handheld probe based on the ho
wave guide is mounted on the right.
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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~even though it is counterweighted! and relatively large size
Nevertheless, this was the delivery system of choice for n
rosurgery. As an alternative, delivery systems based on
low waveguides~HWGs! have been developed.23 The nu-
merical aperture~NA! equivalent of the waveguide wa
measured to be 0.06 atl56.4mm ~which corresponds to an
acceptance angle of 3.4°).22,24–26 The final design of the
probe22,24 has a sealed tip, contains a CaF2 microlens to fo-
cus the beam to a spot size of;200mm, and has a working
distance~focal length! of approximately 3 mm. The limita-
tions of the HWG-based delivery device are significa
losses (.50%), variable losses depending on bending of
waveguide, and the potential of damage to the interior w
of the waveguide. Nevertheless, this device has been us
ophthalmic applications where delivery of only 3 mJ p
macropulse was sufficient. Investigations of stretching of
micropulse duration due to transmission through a HWG
described elsewhere.22,24

D. Loss analysis

The total energy loss in the beam delivery system is
sum of the losses of the optical elements and in addition
absorption in the atmosphere for certain infrared wa
lengths. There are seven mirrors located between the out
pling mirror of the Mark-III FEL and the Laser Control room
~located on the second floor!. Four more mirrors direct the
beam onto the optical table in the fourth floor LCR. Thu
M0 is the 11th mirror in the beam transport system. Fr
there three more mirrors are used to direct the beam to an
the OR output ports. While single elements have low los
~typically 98%–99% reflectance, 92% transmission in a le
or window!, the cumulative loss totals 30%–35% from th
control room to the point of launching into the delivery d
vice ~hollow waveguide or articulated arm!. The optical ele-
ments that contribute to this loss are seven mirrors, one B2

window ~the output window and the seal of the vacuum s
tem!, and one lens (f 5300 mm, in the case of the wave
guide! or two lenses (f 5300 and 75 mm, in the case of th
beam reducing telescope needed to couple to the articu
arm!. In addition, the delivery device itself causes significa
losses. Coupling losses for the hollow waveguide are 30
40% and attenuation is 1dB/m, for a typical net loss
greater than 50%. In contrast, losses in the articulated
due to the seven mirrors and the final focusing lens to
approximately 20%.

E. Power stability

The macropulse energy of the Mark-III FEL is wav
length dependent, with a maximum at approximately 6mm
that falls off at wavelengths below 2.5 or above 8.5mm.6,20

The output near 6mm often exceeds the requirement f
human surgery, necessitating the capability for beam atte
ation. A double Brewster plate polarizer made of Zn
~PAZ30mm-AC, II-VI Inc., Saxonburg, PA! is installed in-
side the vacuum beam line, upstream of the first mirror~M0!
in the LCR. This polarizer is mounted to a motorized ro
tional picomotor stage~8401, New Focus, Santa Clara, CA!
and interfaced to a multistage controller~the 8732 picomotor
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multiaxis driver, New Focus, Santa Clara, CA!, as are all the
controls for the picomotor-driven mirrors. Since the FE
beam is linearly polarized, rotating the polarizer reduces
power delivered to the target~polarization extinction is
1:3000!. The position of the polarizer was chosen such tha
can be used regardless of the surgical output port tha
selected and is in front of the final alignment in the LC
Rotation of the polarizer results in negligible misalignme
of 0.01 mrad.

F. Results

The design and implementation of the medical beam
livery system for the Keck FEL Center met the safety a
performance standards required for human surgery. Howe
further improvements of the resolution and reproducibility
the alignment system will be necessary for clinical use o
regular basis.

V. NEUROSURGICAL APPLICATIONS
OF THE MARK-III FEL

Previous investigations of neural tissues demonstra
the preferred ablation properties of the Mark-III FEL whe
tuned to wavelengths near 6.45mm.8 Survival studies of FEL
incisions of canine brain tissue27 as well as of survival rat
and isolated rat brains8 showed a marked reduction of colla
eral thermal injury using FEL wavelengths near 6.45mm. In
the case of brain tissue, the damage to adjacent tissue
collateral thermal injury, measured by histology was appro
mately one cell width deep to the laser incision and typica
undetectable on the sides of the incision. Because of
promise shown by this series of studies, a protocol was id
tified for human surgery which met with the approval of bo
the FDA’s Investigational Device Exemption~IDE! and
Vanderbilt’s Investigational Review Board~IRB!.

The protocol called specifically for the partial FEL exc
sion of an extra-axial brain tumor.28 In other words, a small
external portion of a tumor would be laser excised, and th
the rest of the tumor would be removed using tradition
methods. Patients with anextra-axial tumor, or tumor that
originated inside the skull but outside the brain, were cho
because no normal brain tissue would have to be traverse
have access to the tumor. In this way, the number of poss
sources of brain injury for the procedure is reduced and t
interpretation of any poor neurologic outcomes postope
tively is greatly simplified. Extra-axial tumors, such as a sp
cific type called meningiomas, also are characteristica
nearly always benign. Therefore, long term survival of t
patient is much more likely, should long term side effec
become an issue. Finally, such tumors can usually be
moveden bloc, or intact, so that the tissue adjacent to t
ablative volume will likely be spared from being lost in th
removal of the remaining tumor mass and can thus be s
ied histologically without having to fit pieces of a tumo
puzzle together. While these tumors in general are ultima
not good candidates for laser resection because of their t
cal ease of resection with traditional nonlaser based meth
they proved to have many qualities that are desirable for
initial study.
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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A. Human neurosurgery

The first patient had a suspected meningioma of at le
3 cm in size, as shown in Fig. 7, and was neurologica
stable prior to the procedure. The patient was operated o
an experienced neurosurgical team in Vanderbilt’s Keck F
Center. While this was the first human operation in this
cility utilizing the Mark-III FEL, the facility had been per
forming both conventional laser and nonlaser human surg
~primarily orthopedic procedures! on a daily basis for severa
months prior to this operation. There are extraordinary ne
for a neurosurgical operation of this complexity. It becam
clear early on in the design of these operating rooms
great care was required to minimize the likelihood of forg
ting a seemingly insignificant device, medicine, supply,
part. Thus a track record was established of successful,
tine cases using these operating rooms prior to the first F
case.

The patient was brought to a holding area from the m
hospital, where anesthesiologists prepared the patient
general anesthesia. The patient was prepped and brough
one of the two operating rooms fitted for use of the FE
Once under anesthesia, the patient was positioned in a su
position with a shoulder roll under her right shoulder, th
allowing her head to be easily positioned nearly horizonta
~Fig. 8!.

A standard neurosurgical approach was used in the r
temporal area, guided by a Pickar® neuronavigational s
tem which utilized a computer topography~CT! scan that
showed contrast obtained the day prior to the procedure.
system enables a computer in the operating room to show
location and position of our instruments with respect to
patient’s anatomic features by viewing a computer mon
loaded with the preoperative CT images. This is acco
plished using a system of infrared emitters on the patient
our instruments, and a series of infrared cameras within
room all of which feed back to the computer. Using a ne
ronavigational system thus allowed the creation of a co
paratively small 6 cm curvilinear incision over the rig

FIG. 7. Preoperative MRI scan~axial T1 weighting with gadolinium con-
trast!. The arrow points to the tumor and its compression of the right te
poral lobe.
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temple to expose the skull over the tumor, rather than
typically large skin flap one uses just to ensure that the tum
is within the exposed area. A 5 cm bone flap was rais
exposing the underlying dura, which lines the inside of t
skull. The tumor, attached to the deep, or brain side, of
dura, was easily located using the wand of the neuronav
tional system. A 1 cm cuff of dura was cut around the bord
of the tumor and then folded back to expose the tumor. T
surrounding normal brain was protected from any poss
stray laser energy by moistened cottonoids~Fig. 9!.

Once surgically exposed, about 1500 macropulses
6.45 mm radiation averaging 32 mJ/macropulse were de
ered through an articulated arm to the outer surface of
tumor. The articulated arm terminates in a hand piece, wh
a calcium fluoride lens with a focal length of 12.5 cm f
cused the FEL beam to a spot size of 310620mm. A
helium–neon pilot beam was used to guide the excision.
practicing one final time with some sterile paper on a s
table, the surgeon was able to then position the hand p
with the visible pilot beam to keep the focus on the tum
surface, controlling FEL-beam delivery with a foot-peda
actuated beam block. In the first operation, total FEL ex
sure administered in multiple passes took about 50 s, ab
ing approximately a cubic centimeter ‘‘divot’’ from the oute
surface of the tumor. The remainder of the tumor was
secteden bloc~Fig. 10!.

Once removed, the tumor was divided and a portion
the tumor that did not include the defect was sent for neu

-

FIG. 8. Position of the patient prior to incision. The arrow shows location
the tumor~circled ‘‘T’’ ! based on data from the neuronavigational syste

FIG. 9. ~Color! Exposed tumor just prior to lasing.
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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pathologic examination to confirm the diagnosis. The
mainder was processed, stained, and mounted on slides
inspected under the microscope. The width and depth of
divot were measured for each of the sections. The adja
tissue was then inspected at a minimum of five locations
coagulation necrosis was measured at approximately th
5:30, 6:30, and 8 o’clock position of the section~shown by
black arrows, Fig. 11!.

B. Postsurgical assessment

The laser performed extremely well and was indist
guishable from previous animal experiments. The tumor
sue was ablated quickly and effortlessly. The surgeon not
significant subjective advantage of this type of resection w
respect to effort and speed in comparison to other comm
methods of resection used for meningiomas, specifically
trasonic aspiration, bovie loop resection, or mechanical
moval with scalpel or forceps. Each macropulse ablate
portion of tumor approximately 0.5 mm wide and 0.07 m
deep and the articulated arm was easily and predictably
trolled with the foot pedal. An estimate of the rate of ablati
was approximately 1.8 mm3 per second, depending on han
speed. There were no limitations in terms of angle of ex

FIG. 10. ~Color! Excised tumor. The arrow points to a vaporized defec

FIG. 11. ~Color! 10 mm section of meningioma, stained with H&E. Ablate
‘‘divot’’ indicated by black arrows, at approximate sites for measuring p
sible coagulation necrosis. The white arrow points to the area of the ti
processing artifact.
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sure of the laser to the tumor. There was no char. There
a smoke evacuation apparatus for safety, but no smoke
visualized. On one subsequent patient, the meningioma
clearly calcified preoperatively, as evidenced on a CT s
and by its texture at the time of surgery. The ablation r
was noted to be much slower in that case and calcific les
may be more efficiently resected at another wavelength.

The gross histologic examination of the slides~Figs. 11
and 12! showed remarkably sharp, square edges at the la
tissue interface with minimal hemorrhagic deposition~show-
ing as small magenta colored blobs! at the base and sides o
the lesion. Adjacent tissue injury typically ranged from u
detectable to one cell width and at no time was found to
greater than three cell widths. This finding is similar to r
sults found in previous animal experiments in our labs. U
like CO2 laser lesions, there was no char on any of t
sections.29 There was also no discernable ‘‘pale zone’’ lik
that described around lesions made by other surgical lase29

The presence of well defined nuclear morphology, typica
lost in tissue coagulation necrosis from collateral therm
injury, is evident next to the very edge cells adjoining t
divot throughout, suggesting that much of the adjacent tis
injury could be attributed to nonthermal processes. Coag
tion necrosis, or heat damaged tissue next to the lesion,
judged as minimal to none. Other such processes could
clude mechanical injury due to the pulsed nature of the la
simple perioperative tissue hemorrhage, as well as tissue
cessing artifact.

From a clinical standpoint, there were no complicatio
from any of the first three patients involved in this study. T
FEL has been shown previously not to have significant
mostatic properties,27 however there was no significant hem
orrhaging during laser ablation. The neuropathogy of each
the tumors resected was consistent with meningioma, as
dicted by preoperative scan characteristics. Postoperativ
the patients woke up quickly and continued to have an ex
that was unchanged neurologically. A postoperative magn
resonance imaging~MRI! scan one week postop showed n
residual tumor, nor any evidence of ‘‘punch through’’ of th

-
ue

FIG. 12. ~Color! Closeup of the 5:30 o’clock position in Fig. 5~magnified
203). Note the squared off appearance of what looks to be a divot due
single pass of the FEL beam. Also note the presence of the intact nu
morphology ~small purple dots! near the edge of the divot, with cellula
morphology lost only in cells adjacent to laser exposure that appears t
consistent more with cellular edema rather than with true coagulation ne
sis traditionally found in collateral thermal injury.
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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laser ~Fig. 13!. Follow-up examinations found no clinica
evidence of adjacent or distant brain injury from the pro
dure.

The first human application of a free-electron laser w
safe and successful, with the initial results consistent w
previous animal data. With respect to ease of use, efficac
tumor resection, and minimization of collateral thermal
jury, the FEL was judged to be superb in this neurosurg
application and compares very favorably to conventional s
gical lasers. These findings support continuing clinical st
ies with the FEL and suggest that the FEL tuned to 6.45mm
has potential as a clinical surgical tool with significant a
vantages over conventional surgical lasers for use in the
section of certain tumors in the brain.

C. Future applications

Computer driven mirrors have already been well est
lished both in science and industry to give very intrica
control of lasers in making even very complex patterns, a
with much more speed and accuracy than control by a hu
hand. Using a laser with such control and also the appa
accuracy for removing tissue demonstrated above, one c
easily imagine an automated system for resecting tum
such as that already being done with vision correction p
cedures.

While a surgeon would still likely need to provide exp
sure, or a pathway to the tumor, an image-guided resec
certainly has the potential to be faster and more accur
Several image guided systems have reported submillime
accuracy, including the one used in this study to localize
tumor. Most would agree this compares very favorably w
human knowledge and intuition-based navigation. W
would be needed that does not yet exist in proper form is
accurate system of real-time image feedback, so that the
tem can be ‘‘aware’’ of what tissue has been resected
thus the anatomy of the changing target.

There are a number of ways one could envision int
ducing a feedback loop. A few medical centers already h
intraoperative CT or MRI scanners constructed within th

FIG. 13. One week postoperative MRI scan of the first patient~axial T1
weighting with gadolinium contrast!. The arrow points to the previous loca
tion of the tumor. There is no abnormal enhancement and the temporal
has filled the tumor void.
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operating room facilities. A rescan would likely be time co
suming, but accurate. Ultrasound has already been util
for navigation systems and many tumors would likely
good candidates for that modality. Interpretation of the ult
sound information can be a bit fuzzy at times, however, si
images can be less than crisp depending on the sound re
tion qualities of the tissue. Attenuated total reflectance inf
red spectroscopy also shows diagnostic potential for
task, and thus we may be able to use the infrared itsel
help gather the information needed for reconstructing
changing environment.

While certainly much testing would be required, and
well-trained surgeon would be needed for both exposure
supervision of all such cases, the ease and speed of rese
demonstrated by the Mark-III FEL in this study suggest th
an automated system for resecting tumors is not only c
ceivable, but could likely be accomplished with existin
technology within five years.

VI. OPHTHALMIC APPLICATIONS
OF THE MARK-III FEL

A. Delivery system

Ophthalmic surgical procedures using the Mark-III FE
have been performed at the Keck FEL Center at Vander
University. The infrared beam is transmitted under vacu
from the FEL vault to the surgical suite, where it is direct
into a nitrogen-purged gantry. Then the FEL beam is focu
into a hollow-glass waveguide to obtain a flexible delive
system in the surgical field~Fig. 14!.30 An adjustable dia-
phragm is placed in front of the focusing lens to regulate
transmission of the single-mode, Gaussian FEL beam. A
mm CaF2 lens then focuses the beam into a 550mm spot.
The beam then passes through a 500mm diam pinhole that
protects the walls of the waveguide during alignment. T
530 mm inner diam waveguide is attached with a SMA co
nector and protected with Teflon tubing. The surgical ha
piece ends in a 20 gauge thin-wall cannula. A CaF2 lens with
a focal length of 2 mm is placed at the tip of the cannula
final focusing and to protect the waveguide from moistur

The hollow-glass waveguides are fabricated by a liqu
phase deposition technique that coats the inner surface w
silver film and then with a AgI film.31 The thickness of the
AgI coating will alter the wavelength optimization. Marcati
and Schmeltzer theoretically accounted for the low los
associated with these waveguides in 1964.32 Bending losses
for hollow-glass waveguides were calculated in 1990
Miyagi and Karasawa33 where the key dependencies of th
attenuation coefficienta were

a}
l2

a3 and a}
1

R
, ~1!

wherea is the inner diameter andR is the bending radius
Thus there are losses with bending and a decrease in
size.

For our surgical purposes, waveguides optimized
amide bands I, II, or III were selected and assembled i
probes. At amide II~6.45 mm!, losses were determined b
measuring input and output energies through two differ

be
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 14. Schematic of the FEL hollow-glass waveguide delivery system. The FEL beam passes through an adjustable diaphragm to attenuate the
through a 150 mm focal length lens and a 500mm diam pinhole to couple the beam to the hollow waveguide. The waveguide is within a surgical prob
is protected with a CaF2 lens at the tip.~Reproduced with permission from the Optical Society of America; see Ref. 30.!
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waveguide lengths, as well as by a 360° 25 cm radius cu
The coupling loss was 160.3 dB (2065%), thetransmis-
sion loss was 2.160.15 dB/m~16.5%!, and the loss in cur-
vature was 0.760.25 dB (1565%).30

A surgical probe was sterilized with ethylene oxide m
tiple times to permit sterile surgery on animals~Fig. 15! over
a year without significant degradation. A waveguide pro
delivering a 6.45mm infrared beam with a fluence o
2.8 J/cm2 and a spot size of 300mm in diameter were used t
ablate cadaver retina~Fig. 16!.30

B. FEL optic nerve sheath fenestration

Optic nerve sheath fenestration has been successf
preventing vision loss in patients with pseudotum
cerebri.34 This is a disease where abnormally elevated pr

FIG. 15. Surgeons using a hollow-glass waveguide FEL surgical prob
perform an animal experiment.~Reproduced with permission from the Op
tical Society of America; see Ref. 30.!
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sure of the cerebral spinal fluid surrounding the nerve co
presses and damages the fibers. This procedure involves
ting a window in the thick coverings surrounding the ner
transmitting vision to the brain. It is technically challengin
to expose and cut a window in the sheath to relieve pres
without damaging the underlying optic nerve. This wav
guide system was used to perform optic nerve sheath fe
tration in rabbits, promising a technically less challengi
protocol.35 Routine histological tissue data analysis show
that the 6.45mm FEL beam at 10 Hz macropulse repetitio
rate and 2 mJ/macropulse were able to cut the optic ne
sheath without cutting the underlying nerve.36

Anesthetized rabbits received optic nerve sheath fen
trations with the FEL or with a knife. The conjunctiva wa
opened and the superior rectus muscle was disinserted.

toFIG. 16. Histologic results showing the ablated incision in the retina.
collateral damage was found.~Reproduced with permission from the Optica
Society of America; see Ref. 30.!
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optic nerve could be observed with extensive retraction.
mm diam window was produced by incising the optic ner
sheath either with a knife or with the FEL beam~6.45 mm,
10 Hz macropulse repetition rate,,2.5 mJ/macropulse, 30
mm spot size, 5ms macropulse! using a 530mm diam wave-
guide probe@Fig. 17~A!#. Then using a small hook we care
fully removed the dura and arachnoid to create the fenes
tion window @Fig. 17~B!#. The superior rectus muscle an
conjunctiva were repaired. The rabbits survived for o
month or were sacrificed immediately following surgery w
their optic nerves prepared for histologic analysis.35

Aiming the FEL probe was found to be technically eas
and relatively efficient at cutting the circumference of the
mm diam circle in the small space between tissues comp
to positioning the knife. One or on rare occasions two cir
lar treatments with the FEL lasing an average of 2.0 mJ
macropulse were adequate to incise the dura.35

Both 6.45mm FEL incisions at,2.5 mJ/macropulse an

FIG. 17. ~Color! ~A! Sterile hollow waveguide probe that delivers FE
energy to the optic nerve sheath.~B! Window over the optic nerve is visible
after removal of the incised sheath~shown by the arrow!. ~Reproduced with
permission from Ref. 35.!
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knife incisions showed a lack of optic nerve damage w
hematoxylin and eosin~H&E! staining. Near the fenestratio
site, glial fibrillary acidic protein~GFAP! ~a histological
marker of astrocyte activation! was increased within a few
hours after incision with the FEL or the knife to demonstra
the sensitivity of these cells to manipulation. Hypertrophy
these glial cells was also evident after one month of hea
equally in both treatment groups. Extensive nerve dam
was observed when a macropulse energy of 7.5 mJ was
plied to one nerve sheath, but optic nerve sheath fenestra
appeared safe with macropulse energies less than 2.5 m35

Additional studies are ongoing.

C. Endoscopic FEL goniotomy

Goniotomy is a surgical treatment for infantile gla
coma. In goniotomy, a fine needle is inserted into the ante
chamber through a peripheral corneal incision to cut thi
ened trabecular beams to allow the iris to move posteriorl37

This may reduce intraocular pressure by decreasing the
sistance to aqueous outflow. A 250mm inner diam wave-
guide system was combined with a 0.8 mm diam ocular
doscope to perform FEL laser goniotomy and to compare
needle goniotomy in anesthetized congenital glauco
rabbits.38

Goniotomy was performed with either the needle@Fig.
18~A!# or the FEL@Fig. 18~B!# at 6.45mm, 30 Hz macro-
pulse repetition rate, and 2.2–3.5 mJ/macropulse couple
an endoscope. The rabbits’ corneal edema prevented
equate visualization of the anterior chamber angle structu
through the cornea@Figs. 18~A! and 18~B!#.38 The image of
the angle was viewed on a video monitor@Figs. 18~C!–
18~E!# as the angle was incised 100° – 120°. Intraocular pr
sures were measured postoperatively. The animals surv
three weeks and then underwent goniotomy on the contra

FIG. 18. ~A! 0.8 mm diam endoscope coaxially coupled to a gonioto
needle placed in the anterior chamber.~B! 0.8 mm diam endoscope coaxiall
coupled to a 250mm diam hollow waveguide for intraocular delivery o
FEL energy placed in the anterior chamber.~C!–~E! Anterior chamber struc-
tures viewed through the endoscope since the corneas are extremely c
~C! The needle tip is placed into the angle.~D! The laser probe is aimed a
the trabecular beams.~E! An area of incised angle is visible.~Reproduced
with permission from Ref. 38.!
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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eral eye immediately prior to euthanasia. Both eyes w
preserved for histologic evaluation.38

This FEL surgery successfully lowered the postopera
intraocular pressure for three weeks in the rabbits and
comparable histologically to endoscopic goniotomy p
formed with the needle. No collateral thermal damage w
observed.38

D. Future prospects

The Mark-III FEL beam delivered through a hollow
glass waveguide has the potential for surgical application
ophthalmology. It has been delivered successfully to sm
surgical targets in and around the eye. A clinical compari
trial of optic nerve sheath fenestration with the FEL or sc
sors on blind eyes prior to enucleation is ongoing. In orde
become clinically useful and acceptable for surgical pro
dures, smaller more economical lasers that mimic the
operating characteristics of the Mark-III FEL must be dev
oped.

VII. FEL BEAM DELIVERY VIA EVANESCENT WAVE
COUPLING AT OPTIC–TISSUE INTERFACES

Historically, precise laser surgery has targeted wa
lengths where the optical absorption in the tissue is high.
micron-scale surgical precision using normally incident la
pulses, high tissue absorption coefficients in the ultravio
below 220 nm,39 and the infrared, near 2.94mm,40 are typi-
cally targeted with conventional lasers. However, micro
scale precision can be obtained using evanescent wa
even at wavelengths where optical absorption is weak. Us
evanescent optical waves, laser energy can be confined
layer less than one wavelength thick at the surface of h
refractive-index devices.41,42 Optical energy outside of the
device is present only within a few micrometers of the d
vice’s surface, rather than freely propagating as a la
‘‘beam’’ into the tissue. The Mark-III FEL is ideal for achiev
ing efficient ablation rates because of its wavelength tuna
ity, short pulse duration, and high average power. For e
cient ablation of tissue with minimal thermal damage, sh
pulse durations that achieve thermal confinement43,44 on this
micron scale is necessary. Each short laser pulse of suffic
incident energy removes a layer of thickness approximated
and thermally denatures a layer of several timesd.45 The
optical penetration depthd is important not only for deter-
mining the amount of tissue removed and the residual th
mal damage, but also for choosing the optimal laser wa
length and pulse duration. For example, for a 1mm depth of
penetration the estimated ideal pulse has a duration of a
1 ms and an energy of at least tens of millijoules. A Mark-
FEL is well suited to these requirements. The pulse dura
is variable over the desired range and the wavelength ca
tuned through the midinfrared tissue absorption bands
study the deposition of energy, cavitation~vaporization of
water!, and tissue ablation arising from evanescent wave
teractions.

Maxwell’s wave equations can be applied to describe
evanescent optical fields in water~a good approximation for
wet tissues! for all angles of incidence and polarizations
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interfaces with rugged visible-infrared optical materials su
as silica, sapphire, zinc sulfide, silicon, and germaniu
Based on this analysis, the useful evanescent field depth
the order of 0.1–2mm.42 Here in Sec. VI we will describe
how evanescent optical waves are generated at optic–ti
interfaces, and how these evanescent waves can be use
agnostically to sense, monitor, and measure the tissue,
therapeutically to thermally injure or ablate the tissue.

A. Evanescent optical waves

Electromagnetic radiation is totally reflected from an i
terface defined by a high-refractive-index mediumn1 and a
low-refractive-index mediumn2(n1.n2) when the angle of
incidence exceeds the critical angle. The critical angleuc for
total internal reflection is defined by Snell’s law, sinuc

5n2 /n1. The boundary conditions require that the elect
field, and hence the energy, be present in a layer somew
less than one wavelength thick on then2 side of the inter-
face. The waves in this layer are called evanescent wa
because they decay rapidly to zero away from the interfa
The plane wave evanescent electric field amplitude in
transparent medium is given by46

Ee~x,y,t !5Ee exp@ i ~kxx2vt !#exp~2gkyy!, ~2!

whereg5(n1
2 sin2 ui2n2

2)1/2, andky andkx are the wave vec-
tors in the planes perpendicular and parallel to the interfa
Since the wave fronts or surfaces of constant phase~parallel
to theyz plane! are perpendicular to the surfaces of const
amplitude~parallel to thexz plane!, Eq. ~2! is a inhomoge-
neous wave. The power~irradiance! is proportional to
Ee

2 exp(22gkyy). The penetration depthde of the evanescen
wave in a absorbing external medium is

de51/~2gky!5l/@4p~n1
2 sin2 u i2n2

2!1/2#. ~3!

The amplitude of the evanescent wave decays rapidly in
y direction and becomes negligible at a distance of onl
few wavelengths of light. When the lower refractive inde
medium has absorption, the indexn2 is replaced by the mag
nitude of the complex refractive index,un2u5n2,r2 in2,i ,
where n2,i is the absorption index and is defined asn2,i

5lma/4p. This introduces the absorption coefficient of th
external medium~e.g., tissue! into the solution of Eq.~2! and
describes the loss of ‘‘total’’ internal reflection due to abso
tion within the evanescent wave. The reflectance at
optic–tissue interfaceR',i can be written according to
Fresnel relations where' andi are the polarizations perpen
dicular and parallel to the plane of incidence, respective
The fraction of absorbed incident energy in water~mimick-
ing wet tissue absorption in the infrared spectrum! is given
by (12R',i). The required incident energy is obtained b
multiplying the latent heat of vaporization of water by th
penetration depthde and the laser beam area, and dividing
the absorbed fraction@2500 J/cm33de3(pv0

2)/2/12R',i#,
and may be a factor of 8 less if the partial vaporization mo
holds forEv'330 J/cm3.44

Figure 19 shows evanescent optical waves at an inter
between sapphire and water. The leftmost part of each cu
corresponds to the critical angle for that wavelength, for
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 19. Evanescent optical waves at an interface between sapphire and water.~A! The penetration depth of the evanescent wave and~B! the incident energy
required for the vaporization of water by laser energy for perpendicular polarization as a function of the incident angle for wavelengths from 2 tomm.
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stance,uc;48° at 2.1mm. Note the variation in the order o
magnitude in the evanescent wave’s depth of penetrat
The laser beam area calculation assumes a 500mm Gaussian
beam waist,v0 . The input energy required to induce abl
tion in water at a sapphire–water interface using a 500mm
Gaussian beam waist is less than about 30 mJ for all wa
lengths except 2.1mm, where the input energy required
roughly 100 mJ. These are modest energy per pulse req
ments for a Mark-III FEL. The practicality of evanescen
wave-driven tissue ablation is apparent from this analy
Evanescent wave ablation occurs at modest power dens
(;105 W/cm2), well below the threshold for optical break
down (;109 W/cm2).42

Figure 20 shows tissue ablation using normally incid
(0°) and evanescent (65°) optical waves at a sapphir
porcine aorta interface with Mark-III FEL light at a wave
length of 3.24mm (' polarization!. The images are toluidine
blue-stained histology sections@bar5100mm in Fig. 20~B!
and bar520mm, ablation to the left of the arrow in Fig
20~B!#. The image in Fig. 20~A! shows an ablation depth o
about 500mm, and that in Fig. 20~B! shows an ablation
depth of about 4mm. Also visible are the black elastic laye
and the smooth gray muscle cell layers that underlie the
dothelial cells at the surface.

Evanescent waves have long been used in ATR spec
copy in the infrared~IR!,47 in which the evanescent wav
field is used to measure absorption spectra at surface
contact with high-refractive-index crystals. Evanesc
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waves at the boundary of fiber optics have also been used
spectroscopy and diagnostic applications.48 Now suppose
that we design a catheter that launches evanescent wave
both diagnostic and therapeutic procedures. The same c
eter can deliver low level diagnostic light, say, from FTIR
and therapeutic light from an IR FEL, for instance.

Our preliminary work on the spectral signatures of d
ferent tissues in the IR shows promise for diagnostic im
ing. Figure 21~A! shows IR reflectance spectraR of porcine
aorta and fat tissue taken with an ATR cell from 2–10mm.
Note the differences in the spectra near 3.4, 5.7, and 8.5mm.
These spectra give a nice qualitative picture of tissue dif
ences as a function of the wavelength. In order to model
therapeutic interaction of the evanescent wave at the in
face, though, it would be much better if we had quantitat
data for the optical properties of the tissue, for instance,
complex refractive indexn2 . This can be done by taking th
reflectance data setR from the ATR FTIR, input it into a
Kramers–Kronig algorithm to obtain the phase, and comp
the Fresnel reflection at the interface to calculaten2,r andn2,i

parts of the complex refractive indexn2 .49 Figures 21~B!
and 21~C! show our calculation of the complex refractiv
index of the tissues from Fig. 21~A!. This now allows more
precise modeling of the light–tissue interaction at the
optic–tissue interfaces.

It is also possible to launch an optical probe beam at
interface to sense and monitor the dynamics of a tissue
lation process.50 This probe is capable of measuring the e
t at a
FIG. 20. Tissue ablation using~A! normal incident (0°) and~B! evanscent (65°) optical waves at a sapphire–porcine aorta interface with FEL ligh
wavelength of 3.24mm with perpendicular polarization.
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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3223Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 7, July 2003 FEL-based biophysical instrumentation
ergy deposition at a dielectric–tissue interface. The trans
rise in temperature of the laser-heated layer at the inter
can be measured using this calibrated probe and the ons
ablation can also be detected.

FIG. 21. ~Color! ~A! IR reflectance spectra of porcine aorta and fat from
to 10mm. Note the differences in the spectra near 3.4, 5.7, and 8.5mm. The
calculated~B! real and~C! imaginary parts of the complex refractive inde
n2 .
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B. Future prospects

We are presently investigating the uses of these eva
cent optical waves for applications in cardiology, neuros
gery, and laparoscopy. The IR catheter we are develop
would allow spectroscopic feedback at the time of surgery
better determine the margin between healthy and disea
tissue. In cardiology, identification and modification of at
erosclerotic plaque using IR evanescent light delive
through a catheter51 may allow selective ablation of plaque a
the unique wavelengths of fatty tissue absorption shown
Fig. 21. Preliminary data for neural tissue hold promise
identification of brain tumors, and the precise, controlled
livery of evanescent waves for ablation may allow bet
resection of these tumors with less damage to the surrou
ing healthy neural tissue. The ability to dissect through
fatty tissue surrounding many of the organs of the abdom
without transecting the blood vessels would be a major
vance in laparoscopy. The unique spectral signatures of th
fatty tissues in the IR may make controlled, selective ab
tion of fatty tissue in the brain, blood vessels, abdomen,
spinal cord possible.

In contact geometry, for instance, an optic–tissue int
face, evanescent waves have a unique capability in diagn
and therapy, where precision and control of light is imp
tant. Laser-generated evanescent waves can achieve
tremely precise superficial ablation of tissue. Compared w
normal-incidence exposure, the depth of ablation is limi
by the evanescent wave penetration depth, independen
the number of laser pulses, and can be orders of magni
less than the normal-incidence ablation depth. The pract
implication is that high-precision, endoscopic laser surgi
devices can now be realized, with the added advantag
control of the laser energy. Unlike free-beam laser surg
only tissue in contact with the optical interface of an evan
cent wave device is ablated, thereby allowing safe infra
beam delivery in the operating room. These tools may all
the diagnosis~spectroscopy! and therapy~ablation! to be per-
formed in one catheter.

VIII. MICROBEAM TO INVESTIGATE TISSUE
DYNAMICS

The application of molecular genetic strategies has
sulted in major advances in developmental biology, in p
ticular, our understanding of how specific genes influence
patterned movement of tissue.52 Nevertheless, these extrao
dinarily powerful strategies fall short when probes for cel
lar function need to be applied with high spatial~diffraction
limited! and temporal (!s) resolution. Laser microbeams53

have been used to surgically investigate the forces resp
sible for morphogenesis54,55 as well as to locally activate
gene expression.56 An infrared, near-field microscope tha
combines spectroscopic and imaging capabilities has b
used to investigate biological tissue as well as subcellu
structures at the superconducting accelerator~SCA! FEL fa-
cility at Stanford.57 Here we describe methods that optimi
beam delivery to thick biological specimens while monito
ing tissue response at high spatial and temporal resolutio
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 22. Optical layout of the laser microbeam facility. OF—optical flat, M—mirror, L—lens, Ir—iris, QTZ—quartz flat.
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We have developed a laser-based microbeam to inv
gate tissue dynamicsin vivo at the Duke FEL Laboratory
The system has been planned to accommodate nume
light sources, including the UV OK-4 FEL and the infrare
Mark-III FEL as well as commercial laser systems. The m
crobeam can be used to perturb the tissue, cells, and
constituent biological molecules while monitoring in re
time with confocal microscopy. High-resolution imaging
achieved with laser confocal microscopy to visualize gre
fluorescent protein~GFP! labeling of the cytoskeleton in
transgenic animals.

A. Microbeam

The microbeam is shown schematically in Fig. 22, wh
the perturbing beam can be the IR or UV FEL, aQ-switched
Nd:YAG laser system~Continuum YG571, 10 ns pulsewidth
10 Hz! or a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser system~Spectra-
Physics Tsunamai, 100 fs pulse width at 80 MHz!. In the
near future the Nd:YAG will be replaced with the more com
Downloaded 23 Nov 2004 to 129.59.117.225. Redistribution subject to A
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pact Continuum MiniLite II. The layout of the confocal m
croscope is shown in Fig. 22 as well as in Fig. 23, whi
considers the optical path of the perturbing beam within
microscope. Much of the early research has concentrate
making precise, user-defined incisions of fruit flies in ea
stages of development.55 For this, the commercial Nd:YAG
laser system allows progress in biological/biophysical
search while at the same time highlighting technical iss
that can be generalized to FEL microbeams.

To minimize the spot size of the biological specime
each perturbing beam must be of high optical quality whe
enters the rear aperture of the imaging objective. In the
lowing, we describe the optical system used with either
second ~532 nm! or third ~355 nm! harmonics of the
Nd:YAG laser system. The first stage of the optical tra
filters unwanted wavelengths from the ablating beam a
provides fixed attenuation of the power. The beam first
flects from a fused silica optical flat~Janos Technology
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 23. Schematic diagram of the microscope’s interior showing how the internal excitation beam and the external ablating beam are combin
dichroic mirror to simultaneously direct both onto the sample. Note that the ablating beam diverges slightly to compensate for longitudinal cic
aberration of the microscope objective in the UV. A second dichroic mirror is used to separate sample fluorescence from light scattered by the excon and
ablating beams. The fluorescence is then focused through a pinhole~conjugate to the objective’s focal plane! before impinging upon a photomultiplier fo
detection.
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A1805-358! 45° in the plane of the optical table. The seco
harmonic iss polarized and the third harmonic isp polarized
with respect to this optical flat. Thus the second harmoni
attenuated to;1/20 and the third harmonic to;1/100 of the
incident power. The beam then passes through a colo
glass band pass filter~for 532 nm the Newport FSR-UG11
for 355 nm, Thermo Oriel No. 51970! that cuts out any re-
sidual light from the fundamental and unwanted harmon
of the laser. For operation at 532 nm, the beam is then
flected from a second optical flat, providing total attenuat
to ;1/400 of the incident power. For operation at 355 n
the optical flat is replaced with a dichroic mirror optimize
for reflection at 355 nm~CVI PAUV-PM-1037-C! to elimi-
nate further attenuation at this wavelength.

The remainder of the optical train is used for either 5
or 355 nm light. The ablating beam is passed through a s
tial filter to clean up the mode content. The spatial fil
consists of two convex lenses~each with a focal length o
75.7 cm for 532 nm light, CVI PLCX-25.4-360.6-UV! and a
100 mm pinhole. We chose these long focal length lenses
minimize the power density at the focus and thus avoid da
age to the pinhole. The pinhole is held in a positioning mo
~Melles Griot 07HPI501! on a small optical rail to minimize
the time required to reoptimize transmission through the s
tial filter when changing wavelengths. The size of the p
hole was chosen so it would pass only the center fringe
the incident beam at the focus of the first lens. The sec
lens is used to recollimate the beam. This setup provide
Gaussian beam profile at both 532 and 355 nm.

To this point, the optical train has provided gross atte
ation of power and cleaned up the mode structure of
beam. The beam is then transmitted to the optical table
which the microscope rests for fine tuning. As discuss
above, the output of the Nd:YAG laser is polarized. We us
calcite polarizer~Newport 10GL08! mounted on a rotation
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stage~Newport RSP-1T! to provide continuously varying at
tenuation of the ablating beam. Immediately after the po
izer, a glass coverslip is used to redirect a fraction of
ablating beam to an energy meter for online monitoring
the energy per pulse. For the final conditioning stage,
ablating beam is then passed through a pair of lensesf 1

520.0 cm~Newport SPX028! and f 2527.0 cm~CVI PLCX-
25.4-128.8-UV!, on an optical rail. This pair of lenses i
designed to expand the ablating beam to fill the back ap
ture of the microscope objective and to provide fine cont
of the divergence properties of the beam. The ablating be
is now ready to be introduced into the microscope with p
cise user control over its four critical parameters: power, s
tial mode, beam diameter, and divergence. It turns out
some divergence is necessary to compensate for the w
length dependence of the refractive index of the microsc
objective.

We bring the ablating beam in through the Keller port
the Zeiss axiovert microscope of the 410 confocal system
allow simultaneous imaging and laser ablation, the first s
face mirror that is mounted in the fluorescent filter slider
replaced with a short pass dichroic mirror without loss
image intensity. The ablating beam passes through the
chroic mirror and becomes coaxial with the scanning la
beam~argon, 488 nm! of the confocal system. Both beam
are then transmitted through the objective and onto
sample. Different sets of dichroic mirrors are used to op
mize the confocal fluorescent imaging performance while
lating at either the second or third harmonic of the Nd:YA
laser.

Two elements of the optical train are under compu
control: a fast shutter~UNIBLITZ US25S2ZM0! just prior to
the spatial filter and the actuators~Newport CMA-12PP! on
the mirror underneath the microscope that steers the abla
beam towards the objective. Custom programs have b
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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written as Java plugins toIMAGEJ @National Institute of
Health ~NIH!# and executed on a PC. The shutter is co
trolled through an RS-232 connection to a UNIBLITZ D12
driver. In a similar way, the mirror actuators are controll
through a second RS-232 connection to a Newport contro
~ESP300-11N11N!. The shutter is used to control sample e
posure to a defined number of pulses from the ablating la
The mirror actuators are used to scan the ablating beam
the two dimensions of the plane of focus.

We use confocal fluorescence microscopy to obse
fruit fly embryos during laser microsurgery. The argon las
which is internal to the microscope housing, is focused o
the sample, exciting a cone of GFP molecules both ab
and below the focal plane of the objective. Fluoresce
from these molecules is collected by the objective and se
rated from scattered excitation light with a long-pass
chroic mirror. The fluorescence collected is then focus
through a pinhole that is conjugate to the focal point of
objective. This configuration largely rejects fluorescen
from regions of the sample outside the focal plane. To bu
an image, the detector signal from the photomultiplier
compiled as the excitation source is raster scanned.58

At the beginning of each set of experiments, the alig
ment of the ablating beam is carefully checked with
rhodamine B dye in an agarose gel. The confocal microsc
is first adjusted to image the bottom surface of the gel. T
with the ablating beam blocked from the entrance to
microscope, the spatial filter is optimized and the polari
set to pass;200 nJ per pulse to the sample. While imagi
the surface of the gel, the shutter is transiently opened
allow single shots from the ablating beam to reach
sample. The lesions produced in the agarose gel are us
position the ablating beam in the center of the image pla
The divergence of the ablating beam at the rear apertur
the microscope objective is then finely adjusted through
separation of the final two lenses in order to minimize
lesion size observed. As shown in Fig. 24, our ability
measure the absolute size of the lesion in soft biolog
tissues is limited because such tissues retract from the
gins of the ablated spot. However, the lesions may be
small as 0.5mm in diameter when a metal film is targeted

Once the ablating beam has been optimized, we can
gin a set of experiments. Typically one fly embryo is used
finely adjust the energy per pulse in the ablating beam so
it is just above the single-pulse ablation threshold. Fo
typical experiment, we then take a single confocal fluor
cent image of a fly embryo and open this image inIMAGEJ.59

The user then begins taking a time-lapse series of image
the embryo and selects the desired cutting trajectory on
embryo inIMAGEJ. On command, the system will then mov
the two mirror actuators in order to position the ablati
beam focus in the image plane at the start of the user-defi
cut, open the shutter, move the ablating beam along the u
defined trajectory, and close the shutter when complete.
tasks of imaging and directing the ablating beam are c
trolled by two separate PCs. An example of real-time con
cal imaging during laser microsurgery of a fruit fly embryo
shown in Fig. 24~C!.
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B. Future prospects

We will need to have similar control of the power, spat
mode, beam diameter, and divergence when adapting the
crobeam system to either FEL source. Since we are alre
using UV optics for the third harmonic of the Nd:YAG, onl
small adjustments will be needed to use the OK-4 FEL as
ablating beam. Many more significant modifications will b
necessary to adapt the microbeam apparatus to take ad
tage of the preferential ablative properties of infrar
radiation.8 We can simply replace the lenses and calcite
larizer with similar IR-transparent optics. However, spec
care must be taken in the selection of microscope objecti
We could compensate for the chromatic aberrations in
objectives over the small wavelength ranges involved in
tripled Nd:YAG microbeam apparatus. To match the foc
planes for a visible imaging system and an IR ablating be
we will need to use a reflective Cassegrain objective on
microscope, which has already been tested in our labora
With these modifications, the laser microbeam apparatus
be extended to take advantage of available FEL sources

IX. MARK-III FEL APPLICATIONS
IN MASS SPECTROMETRY

Mass spectrometry~MS! is an indispensable analytica
tool in biological, environmental, medical and polymer s
ences and technology because of its high mass resolu
(;1024), wide mass range~up to 106 Da), and efficiency.60

A major challenge in MS is developing ‘‘soft’’ ionization
techniques that leave large, thermally labile analyte m
ecules intact. Two competing complementary ‘‘soft ioniz

FIG. 24. Examples of laser microsurgery using the third harmonic~355 nm!
of a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser.~A! By selecting a per pulse energy that lie
just above threshold, the ablating microbeam can create lesions as sm
0.5mm in diameter on solid samples like a metal film. Larger energies re
in larger lesions.~B! A single pulse is delivered to the boundary betwe
tissues in a living fruit fly embryo. The three panels are a time-lapse p
gression of confocal fluorescent images from before the laser pulse,,2 s
after the pulse, and 14 s after the pulse. Within 2 s the lesion has expande
to a diameter of;2 mm. It continues to expand for tens of seconds follow
ing the laser pulse.~C! The ablating beam is steered so it cuts a line
incision (;75mm in length! across the entire width of an embryonic tissu
known as the amnioserosa. The panels are a time-lapse series of im
collected during this incision. The amnioserosa tissue retracts strongly
is cut.
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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tion’’ techniques are widely used in MS, electrospray ioniz
tion ~ESI!61 and matrix-assisted laser desorption ionizat
~MALDI !.62 In MALDI, the analyte is encapsulated at lo
concentration in a matrix that absorbs laser light. As the m
trix is ablated, the analyte molecules are entrained in
plume of ablated material, cooled by free-jet-like expans
and also, to some extent, shielded from collisions until io
ization occurs.

The Mark-III FEL—with its combination of high inten
sity, high pulse repetition frequency, tunability, and ultrash
pulse duration—offers two significant opportunities for e
ploring and improving the soft ionization process. First, a
spectroscopic effect, such as ion yieldY, is proportional to
the energyE deposited per unit volumeV:

Y}~E/V!>F lasera~v,I !matrix, ~4!

whereF is the laser fluence,a is the absorption coefficient
andv and I are, respectively, the laser frequency and int
sity. Since many matrix materials have rich vibrational sp
tra in the midinfrared, the local density of vibrational exc
tation and the ability to initiate specific processes, such
ionization, can be varied according to the wavelength a
intensity. Second, the ionizationrate scales with the inten-
sity, rather than the fluence

dN1

dt
5h•N0s (k)~ I /\v!k, ~5!

whereN1 is the number of ions,h is the quantum efficiency
~which can be taken to include all ion loss processes, suc
collisional neutralization!, s (k) is thekth-order cross section
for ionization, andI is the laser intensity. Thus in principle
the ionization rates associated with ns-laser-induced des
tion and ionizationshould belower than those for ps or fs
pulses; whether or not this is true in a practical laser ioni
tion source for MALDI MS remains to be demonstrated co
clusively; early FEL MALDI-MS studies showed clear ev
dence of intensity, rather than fluence, dependence;63 but
more recent experiments reveal a more complex picture64

A. Reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometry
with the FEL

The Vanderbilt University FEL has been used to dem
strate soft ablation and ionization of proteins with masses
to 66 kDa from a variety of matrix crystals,65 so work has
now been expanded to include such biologically relevant m
trices as water and gels,without adding any exogenous ma
trix materials. The Vanderbilt FEL has 1 ps micropuls
spaced 350 ps apart in a macropulse lasting up to 4ms, with
an average power of up to 3 W.6 Individual macropulses
from the free-electron laser are routed through a broad-b
Pockel’s cell12 to slice out a shorter segment that ranges fr
100 to 400 ns, typically containing 50–300mJ in a few hun-
dred to a thousand micropulses; the pulse energy is adju
by crossed polarizers. The laser spot size at the surface o
MALDI target, measured with a reticle under an optical m
croscope, is typically 231024 cm2, producing micropulse
intensities of 109– 63109 W/cm2. Laser energies are mea
sured directly in front of the final focusing lens (BaF2 ,
EFL510.6 cm) using a Molectron J25-110 energy meter a
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an EPM1000 controller. The readings are then corrected
the measured transmission of the lens and ZnSe window
the vacuum chamber to arrive at the total energy deposite
the target.

Mass spectra are acquired with a custom-bu
laboratory-modified 3 m reflectron time-of-flight mass
spectrometer66 ~Comstock, Oak Ridge, TN!, equipped with
delayed extraction, a dual-chevron microchannel pl
~MCP! detector~Galileo Electro-Optics!, and either a 96-
well movable microtiter plate stage or a cryogenic sam
stage maintained near liquid nitrogen temperatures. In
cryostage, the probe is slightly off the ion-optical axis of t
mass spectrometer, so that one can ablate multiple spot
the target by rotating the probe. The temperature of the s
is monitored by a resistive thermal device attached to
front of the cryostage by thermally conducting epoxy. Vo
age of 5 kV is applied 300 ns after laser irradiation to acc
erate ions generated in the evolving ablation plume; focus
is achieved by an Einzel lens near the front end of the fli
tube. At the end of the ToF tube, ions are accelerated to 4
just in front of the MCP. Ion signals are detected by a 5
MHz data acquisition card~Signatec DA 500A! and pro-
cessed by custom software based onLABWINDOWS CVI. The
apparatus is shown in Fig. 25.

A recent experiment showed the utility of the FEL
desorbing and ionizing small proteins directly from a po
acrylamide gel of the type used in electrophoresis sep
tions. Angiotensin II~1160 Da! and bovine insulin~5637 Da!
were dissolved in de-ionized water~high pressure liquid
chromatography grade! containing 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid
at concentrations of 5 and 3 mM, respectively; equal pa
~v:v! of the two analyte solutions were then combined. A
mm diam disk of the gel was cut out using a small punch a
placed in the sample probe. Approximately 4ml of the com-
bined analyte solution was pipetted onto the gel disk; a
10 min, the gel section was rinsed with de-ionized water a

FIG. 25. Schematic of the reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer
periment located at the Vanderbilt W. M. Keck Free-Electron Laser Cen
The ion source is located in a large cubical vacuum chamber; diffe
sample holders, equipped, for example, with cryocooling or movable mi
titer plates, are mounted by interchanging the rear access plate o
vacuum chamber. The FEL beam transport system, including the ele
optic switch, as well as other lasers~Er:YAG, N2 , KrF/ArF, and Nd:YAG!
can be used interchangeably to provide laser ablation and ionization o
samples.
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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blotted. The gel disk, mounted in the probe tip, was th
submerged into liquid nitrogen for approximately 30 s a
placed in the cryostage.

Figure 26 shows a typical mass spectrum and the rela
yields of the angiotensin as a function of wavelength near
5.9 mm vibrational resonance that includes both the bend
mode of water and the first overtone of 12mm libration. The
dependence of the ionization yield on the wavelength is
unambiguous signature of a resonant absorption proc
More interesting, however, is the fact that the 10-fold stro
ger absorption resonance at 2.94mm produces no ions
whatever.67 While this null result agrees with previou
MALDI studies using the Er:YAG laser at the same wav
length, no satisfactory explanation has been forthcoming
date. This result is particularly vexing since irradiation
water ice using the FEL at 2.94mm doesproduce ion signals
for small proteins.68

B. Single-ion measurements of ion velocities

While the efficacy of IR MALDI MS has been clearl
demonstrated using Er:YAG lasers,69 the mechanism of ion-
ization remains a puzzle.70 To elucidate the mechanisms o
infrared laser-induced desorption and ionization,71 we mea-
sured the flight times of single ions produced by ablation
a conventional MALDI sample preparation that incorpora
angiotensin into microcrystallites of 2,5-dihydroxybenzo
acid ~DHB!.

FIG. 26. ~A! Mass spectrum of angiotensin and bovine insulin obtained
5.9 mm from a polyacrylamide gel.~B! Wavelength dependence of the yie
of angiotensin from the same polyacrylamide gel.
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Samples of 2,5-DHB both with and without dilute con
centrations of angiotensin were mounted on a translata
sample manipulator in a small turbopumped ultrahi
vacuum chamber~Kimball Ion Physics!; base vacuum was
1027 Torr. The FEL was tuned to 2.94mm, and 100 ns FEL
macropulses were allowed to strike the MALDI target. Tw
experiments were then performed. First, a Stanford Rese
Systems RGA300 residual gas analyzer~RGA! was operated
as a quadrupole mass spectrometer~QMS! to identify unam-
biguously the mass-to-charge ratio of the ions and ion fr
ments from the laser ablation. Second, nonmass-sele
time-of-flight experiments were carried out by allowing th
charged particles to drift in a field free region for 41 c
before passing through a grounded grid and being acce
ated towards the channeltron~Burle 4730G! detector surface.
The negligible effect of small axial fields in the quadrupo
mass spectrometer on the velocity of the ions was confirm
by these time-of-flight~TOF! measurements. Single io
pulses generated when an ion strikes the detector sur
were measured in pulse-counting mode. This is an extrem
sensitive technique, since it avoids the dead-time effects
typical MCP; however, the small apertures at the entra
and exit of the QMS, shown in Fig. 27~a!, keep a large per-
centage of the ions from reaching the detector. Thus, m
surements made using only the shielded detector are m
more sensitive because of a higher signal to noise ratio.

Detector signals are routed through a CLC401AJP
erational amplifier~National Semiconductor! into the Sig-
natec PDA500 500 MHz wave form digitizer, and then pr
cessed by customLABVIEW software, which controls the
RGA, the PDA500, and anX–Y sample translation stage
The arrival time of each ion was recorded and was used
generate a TOF distribution (dN/dt), from which the energy
(dN/dE) and velocity (dN/dv) distributions are calculated
by

t

FIG. 27. ~A! Experimental geometry for mass selected ion detection. T
setup was used to determine the mass and energy distribution of cation
emitted by FEL irradiation of DHB microcrystallites at 2.94mm. ~B! Ex-
perimental geometry for higher sensitivity TOF measurements made wit
mass selection.
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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dN

dv
5

dN

dE

dE

dv
5mv

dN

dE
and

dN

dt
5

dN

dE

dE

dt
5

md2

t3

dN

dE
,

~6!

wherem is the mass,d is the distance from the target to th
detector,t is the detection time, andE5mv2/2. Appropriate
distribution functions are then used to fit the experimen
data.

Figure 28 shows several features observed in the ve
ity distributions produced in this extremely sensitive TO
measurement.71 First, the velocity distributions of the DHB
matrix ions clearly reveal a fast and a slow component, b
of which are too energetic to be explained by a therm
mechanism. The fact that the velocity distribution is a
insensitive to the duration of the pulse, as shown by
dotted line that indicates the DHB ion velocities for the fu
4 ms macropulse, also indicates a nonthermal proces
work.

C. Future prospects

While the small, inexpensive N2 laser~337 nm! is ubiq-
uitous in commercial MALDI spectrometers, the possibil
of controlling the soft ionization process by appropria
choice of the laser wavelength and pulse duration can
principle open up many new applications. For example,
our laboratory we have shown that mass spectrometry
organic compounds in waste-storage tanks can be acc
plished by tuning the FEL to an absorption resonance o
nonorganic crystal, NaNO3, already present in the mixture
thus avoiding the necessity of adding an exogenous mat

In particular, the increasing interest in imaging ma
spectrometry with high spatial resolution—on biochips,
gels and other separation technologies, and in biolog
tissues—is likely to force reappraisal of the lasers now u
for MALDI technology. In clinical applications, for example
a chemical map of tissue or cells that provides the location
specific biomolecules is clearly more useful than the m
spectrum at an isolated point. Imaging techniques, howe
require high pulse repetition frequencies to be useful, wit

FIG. 28. Axial kinetic energy distributions of DHB and angiotensin deriv
from the TOF signals in Fig. 27. DHB has a relatively narrow distributi
whereas the angiotensin distribution is relatively constant from 0 to 3
where it gradually decays to 0 at 6 eV. The broken line represents the en
distribution of mass selected DHB1 generated by the full FEL macropuls
~4 ms, 1.6 J/cm2).
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kHz being a convenient benchmark. Therefore, it is like
that future analytical mass spectrometers will incorpor
solid-state, high repetition-rate lasers, in spite of the ad
cost. Higher quality data acquired at higher speeds imp
correspondingly higher throughput and more sophistica
data interpretation, thus justifying the cost differential.

While free-electron lasers are too complex and costly
use in routine analytical applications, research on soft i
ization processes using FELs can help to develop the sp
fications for solid-state coherent sources that produce
able, ultrashort-pulse, high repetition-rate output needed
future applications in mass spectrometry.

X. PUMP–PROBE TECHNIQUES
FOR PROTEIN DYNAMICS

Here in Sec. X we review techniques to carry out tim
resolved pump–probe experiments in the infrared region
protein absorption. The infrared is viewed in the broad sen
from 3 to 100mm. Time resolved is meant to apply to th
time domain where direct vibrational relaxation rates can
observed after excitation up an anharmonic vibrational l
der due to an intense burst of ‘‘pump’’ IR photons. This tim
range is typically 0.1–100 ps, times far too fast for ma
infrared detectors. Since these times are so fast, the clas
way by which to obtain time resolution is via pump–pro
techniques, which use optical delay lines to stagger the pu
pulse relative to the probe pulse.

There are substantial concerns regarding pump–pr
experiments with proteins, however, due to the fact that~1!
the sample is typically dissolved in water, a highly abso
tive liquid in the infrared, and~2! proteins have very smal
nonlinearity in the infrared region and thus need very la
intensities to achieve measurable pump–probe signals.72

We will not discuss the biological physics that can
learned from pump–probe experiments using the far-infra
FEL at UCSB, the midinfrared SCA FEL at Stanford, a
linac-based FELs,3,72–74but, rather, will discuss some exper
mental methods that have helped to solve the problems fa
when carrying out pump–probe experiments using FELs
particular we will discuss how one can use a time-delay
probe pulse~the ‘‘reference pulse’’! to decrease the commo
mode power fluctuations that are endemic to FELs and
problems associated with sample heating during a FEL m
ropulse.

A. Differential measurements

A typical FEL is not an externally seeded or regene
tively amplified laser, but instead relies on amplified pow
fluctuations in the electron beam to seed the subsequen
output. Not unexpectedly, the output of a FEL is subject
large energy fluctuations both within the profile of a sing
macropulse and from macropulse to macropulse. As a ro
rule of thumb, one can expect the fluctuations to be at bes
the order of 10% of the mean. The maximum transmiss
change one can expect from a protein is at best 1% i
pump–probe experiment, so extensive signal averag
clearly is necessary. However, for copper-based linac FEL
is difficult to get repetition rates higher than tens of Hertz

,
rgy
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without some sort of common mode noise rejection te
nique deep signal averaging is simply not time efficient.

Figure 29 shows a schematic of a free electron laser
infrared experiments macropulse. The amplitude of the m
ropulse can vary and there can be jitter in the start of
macropulse from variances in the self-seeding of the IR
the optical cavity. A way has been devised to get around
problem, and the core of the idea is to optically delay
reference pulse so that it falls in between the~nominally
coincident in time! pump and probe pulses. This referen
pulse ~in the case of FELIX it is delayed 20 ns since t
micropulses come every 40 ns! has no corresponding pum
pulse, but is identical to the micropulse that preceded
Figure 30 shows a possible configuration that produce
delayed optical pulse. There are two key aspects of this
tical layout:~1! the reference pulse is delayed 20 ns relat

FIG. 29. Basic shape of a macropulse from FELIX.

FIG. 30. Basic layout of a pump–probe experimental table with a dela
reference pulse.
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to the probe pulse, and~2! the spot size at the off-axis foca
plane is 50mm full width at half maximum~FWHM!. This
was accomplished by the use of a 13telescope in the refer
ence beam arm so that the reference spot size is the sam
the probe spot size. All the optical elements are reflecti
and no refractive optics were used anywhere so a He
laser accurately gave beam overlaps and focal points.

Once a comb of probe and reference pulses is obtain
it is then necessary to invert and subtract the reference p
from the probe pulse to eliminate common mode noise.
the case of HgCdTe photoconductive liquid nitrogen coo
detectors with bandwidths on the order of 20 MHz, this c
be accomplished by simply inverting the sign of the b
current for the reference pulse. Then the detector outpu
low pass filtered, typically at a cutoff frequency of 1 MH
Figure 31 shows a schematic diagram of how this was
complished. Figure 32 shows the dramatic effect of subtra
ing the reference pulse from the probe pulse using this e
tronic scheme. The advantage of this technology is tha
works for any photoconductive detector of sufficiently fa
bandwidth, even in the far-infrared.73

There are, however, newer ways to achieve high co
mon mode rejection by using the new magnetically po
detectors which offer subnanosecond resolution at wa
lengths out to 12mm. These photovoltaic detectors are ve
fast and quiet, with detectivity (D* ) greater than
108 cm (Hz)1/2/W ~Vigo Systems Ltd., http://
www.psplc.com/!. Since these detectors are so fast, it is p

d

FIG. 31. Use of bias current oscillation to decrease common mode no

FIG. 32. Digitized traces of detector output with and without~labeled ‘‘Ref
blocked’’! the reference beam with bias properly phased to subtract
reference pulse from the probe pulse.
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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sible to easily resolve individual micropulses within the ma
ropulse train. Modern digital scopes such as the Tektro
3052 offer 5 gigasamples/s, 500 MHz bandwidths, and G
transfer rates of 100 000 bytes/s with a 9 bit analog to digital
converter~ADC! and can be used to capture at 10 Hz pu
trains in the detectors. A ‘‘digital boxcar’’ has been deve
oped at FELIX using the fast signal averaging and fast tra
fer rates of the 3052, the high speed response of the VI
detector, and a delayed reference pulse to do very fast bo
averaging ofsingle micropulses, normalized to a referen
pulse to compensate for fluctuations in intensity of the FE
Figure 33 shows how the pulse train looks in a time-resol
manner for a single pump pulse, pump–probe experim
using this new technology. The reason for doing sin
pump–pulse experiments is discussed in Sec. X B.

B. Energy and power considerations

One of the principal problems in performing biologic
IR pump–probe experiments is the fact that the sample u
ally must be contained in water that strongly absorbs in
and that large amounts of power are necessary to accom
a significant nonlinear response in a protein. We should m
tion here that the IR absorption of water vapor is also
major problem in IR pump–probe dynamics, but we ha
discussed this previously75 and assume that the experimen
has gone to great lengths to purge water vapor from all p
of the IR transport system. In the case of liquid water,
absorption length of water at 6mm is 4.6 mm,76 so it is
necessary to keep the sample thickness to 20mm or less.
Further, in order to deliver the highest power for a giv
pulse energy it is important to keep the focused area of
pump pulse as small as possible. Fiftymm is an achievable
spot size at 6mm with high f /number off-axis parabolic op
tics. This then means that the illuminated volume is qu
small, on the order of 531028 cm3. For a micropulse en-
ergy of 10mJ, the rise in temperature is 200 K!

For 0.1 mJ per micropulse, we observe a more reas
able temperature rise of 2 K per micropulse. However, a
least for copper linac FELs the IR pulses occur in a train

FIG. 33. Time-resolved pulse structure using magnetically poled detec
The probe and reference pulse before a single pump pulse are shown
sample in this case was a silicon wafer, and the pump pulse was a 53
pulse of visible light. The photogenerated carriers increase the reflectivi
the silicon.
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micropulses called a macropulse, and the rate at which th
micropulses occur is between 2 GHz and 25 MHz. Even
the lowest repetition rate of 25 MHz that we have used th
is an accumulation of thermal energy in the focal region d
to the finite rate at which heat can diffuse. There are ma
misconceptions about thermal decay times. A common on
that heat is carried away at the speed of sound. This ca
be true except in the case of shock waves, otherwise if
touch a hot object your feet would feel warm in a millise
ond. In fact, heat dissipation is a diffusive process and
decay times are related to the diffusion times in liquids
solvent molecules. The equation for heat flow yields

¹2T5~Cp /k!]T/]t, ~7!

where Cp is the specific heat at constant pressure of
material andk is the thermal conductivity. In our experi
ments, we have essentially one-dimensional heat flow, s
the sample thickness~12 mm! is small compared with the IR
beam diameter~50mm!. For analytical simplicity, we assum
that the initial jump in temperature caused by the laser i
Gaussian distribution like that expected for a TEM00 beam.
Cooling of the sample is roughly exponential in time, and t
time constantt for cooling of the sample under these cond
tions is

t5L2Cp/4k, ~8!

whereL is the thickness of the sample. Table I gives cooli
times for various materials used in our sample construct
assuming a 12mm sample thickness. We have added a c
umn labeledtc , the time required for the sample to return
5% of the original temperature. This time basically sets
maximum repetition rate for which no appreciable rise
temperature will be observed in steady state.

Typically a macropulse from a copper linac FEL has
macropulse duration of about 4 ms. Therefore, there is l
ited heat dissipation during a macropulse. The heat gener
from repetitive IR FEL micropulses is accumulated over
macropulse. With 1mJ energy per micropulse and 20%
sample absorption, the jump in temperature from a sin
micropulse is 2 °C in H2O. With over 100 micropulses in
one FELIX macropulse, this heat leads to an extremely la
rise in temperature of about 200 °C in H2O! This analysis
shows that sample heating is a serious problem in pum
probe experiments. In order to measuretrue signals without
contamination due to sample heating, it is essential to us
small number of micropulses at the beginning of each m
ropulse.

Another, more subtle, effect is due to the fact that in
pump–probe experiment the pump and probe beams are
herent with one another because they have been split f

rs.
he

nm
of

TABLE I. Time constants of thermal relaxation in selected materials.

Material
Cp

(J/cm3/K)
k

~W/m K!
t

~ms!
tc

~ms!

H2O 4.18 0.57 126 50
CDCl3 0.96 0.12 144 58
CaF2 2.67 10.0 3.5 1.4
BaF2 1.97 11.0 4.4 1.8
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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the initially coherent light beam coming from the FEL. Th
means that the temperature pattern across the focal regi
not uniform but instead is modulated in a sinusoidal mann
This thermal grating can diffract pump energy into the pro
beam in a constructive or a destructive manner, giving ris
oscillations in the apparent response of the sample to
pump energy which have very little to do with the actu
picosecond relaxation of the vibrational levels.

It is easiest to see and document all of these purely t
perature related phenomena by using a pair of boxcar i
grators timed to look at the pump–probe signal at the be
ning of the macropulse when the sample is ‘‘cool’’ and at t
end of the macropulse when the sample is thermodyna
cally ‘‘hot’’ due to deposition of energy into the sampl
Figure 34 is a schematic of the rise in temperature that ca
seen through a macropulse and the placement of boxca
tegrating gates that can be used to extract the cold and
temperature signals. Technically we should only use the le
ing signal from the macropulse signal, but it is interesting
observe the very strange effects that occur as the delay
moves the pump pulse relative to the probe pulse: the h
grating diffracted signal from the pump pulse is observed
oscillate in phase relative to the probe pulse, resulting
constructive and destructive interference. Figure 35 sh
the dramatic difference in signal seen at the front and rea
a macropulse in pump–probe signals. Note that we do
believe these signals to be true picosecond phenomena
they do not occur at the cold front of the macropulse, only
the rear. Clearly, single pulse pump/probe experiments
more preferable due to the sample heating problem.

We hope that in this review we have highlighted some
the techniques that make pump–probe experiments pos
on biological samples, and that discussion of the severe h
ing problem that must be understood and controlled in or
to extract meaningful data was useful.

XI. APPLICATIONS IN TIME-RESOLVED
FLUORESCENCE AND TRANSIENT ABSORPTION
USING THE SUPER-ACO FEL

The Super-ACO is a tunable, coherent source in the
based on a storage ring FEL.77 It produces 350 mW at 350

FIG. 34. Schematic of the rise in heat during a macropulse from FEL
The lines are drawn with noise to try to indicate the typical variances
power that occur in a FEL macropulse. The boxcar gates show how pu
probe signals can be extracted at the beginning and end of a macropu
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nm for the user community with 15–50 ps FWHM pulse a
repetition rate of 8 MHz. The first applications experimen
occurred in 1993 with a study of the anisotropy decay of
coenzyme NADH.78 Anisotropy decay results from perturba
tion of the initial distribution of moments of electronic tran
sition due to Brownian reorientation and consequently
scribes the rotational dynamics of the system. The goal i
understand the thermodynamical equilibrium of differe
conformational states of the molecule and their hydro
namical volume in solution.

After the first one-color experiment using time-resolv
fluorescence, a transient absorption experiment was de
oped where the system is excited with the UV FEL and
probed by visible-UV absorption using synchrotro
radiation.79 From microsecond flash photolysis to femtose
ond laser photolysis, the principle of transient absorpt
spectroscopy is based on powerful optical excitation t
promotes a large fraction of the molecules into the exci
state, which is then probed by a second white/tunable li
source. The transient absorption detection method is part
larly useful for the study of relaxation dynamics and dire
identification of the associated excited states and/or trans
species via their spectral signature. A novel approach is t
photon spectroscopy based on the combined use of the
age ring FEL and synchrotron radiation to study the el
tronic states of various biological chromophores. From
beginning of the development of microsecond flash photo
sis, biologists have investigated the chemistry of exogen
or endogenous molecules of biological interest at differ
time scales. These methods allow the investigation of fun
mental processes of chemical reactivity in the liquid phas
new wavelengths and over short time scales. For exam
charge transfer~electrons, protons, radicals! or the relaxation
of structure~isomerization, dissociation and recombinatio
torsion, movements of great amplitude, intramolecu
movements! is involved in significant biological phenomen
such as photosynthesis, vision, structural modifications

.
n
–

e.
FIG. 35. Difference in pump–probe signal between the front and rear of
macropulse. Oscillations in the apparent pump–probe signal seen
movement of the delay line for the rear signal are presumably an artifac
the temperature-grating signal.
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DNA or proteins, enzymatic reactions, mechanisms of tra
port, and photochemotherapy.

A. Time-resolved fluorescence experiments

The experimental layout of the time-resolved fluore
cence experiments is shown in Fig. 36. The sample un
study is irradiated by a short FEL pulse, and its fluoresce
decay F(t) is recorded by measuring the arrival time
single photons of fluorescence versus a synchronization
nal ~Fig. 37!. The photons must be selected randomly,
more than one per excitation pulse, to avoid pile-up effe
For each fluorescence decay curve, about 10 million t
counts were stored, giving approximately 105 counts at the
peak ~Fig. 37!. The counting rate should be maintained
approximately 10 kHz for optimum time response. Thus
measurement is completed in approximately half an ho
The excitation wavelength was 350 nm (Dlexc51 Å being
the linewidth of the FEL emission! and the emission wave
length was 460 nm (Dlem58 nm), selected by a H10 Jobin
Yvon monochromator.

NADH ~b-nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide, reduc
form! from Sigma Chemical Co. was studied in a 10 m
tris-~hydroxymethyl!-aminomethane buffer atpH 8, and con-
tained 0.02% sodium azide as an antibacterial agent.
final concentration of NADH in fluorescence measureme
was 18mmol/l, giving an optical density of about 0.1 at 35
nm in the 1 cm path of a quartz cuvette. NADH can bind
a large variety of enzymes, and provide the H1 ions or elec-
trons for chemical reactions, which are catalyzed by the
hydrogenase. It constitutes anin vitro natural probe of the
active sites of these enzymes. In addition, it is used as
indicator of the metabolic state of organisms and tissue
imaging techniques. In its reduced form, NADH shows
absorption band at 340 nm and an emission band in the
ible, centered around 460 nm, with a quantum efficiency

FIG. 36. Schematic diagram of the photon counting fluorescence ex
ment. A Hamamatsu R1564U-06 microchannel plate photomultiplier
used for fluorescence detection, and a fast Hamamatsu S4753 silicon
todiode with homemade amplification was used for synchronization.
polarization of the incident light is rotated to the vertical direction by
Fresnel rhomb for detection at 90° in the horizontal plane of indepen
componentsI i andI' of the fluorescence. The polarized componentsI vv(t)
and I vh(t) are obtained by orienting the emission polarizer to vertical a
horizontal positions, respectively. The apparatus functiong(t) was recorded
at the excitation wavelength with a scattering solution of Ludox®~DuPont
Co.! in place of the sample.
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2%. The oxided form (NAD1) neither absorbs nor emits i
this spectral range.

The temperature dependence of the measured lifet
distributions of NADH fluorescence decay is shown in Tab
II. The decay is described well in all cases by three to fo
clearly separated relaxation processes, only two of wh
make a significant contribution to the kinetics~0.28 and 0.62
ns!. The temperature dependence of the nonradiative ra
described by an Arrhenius law, the frequency factorA and
the activation energyEa characterizing the dynamic quench
ing process. A linear fit, ln(1/t f2kR)5 ln A2Ea /RT
assuming79 kR553107 s21 leads to an activation energy o
2.660.3 kcal/mol and a frequency factor of 261
31011 s21. We observe a shift of the lifetime amplitude
from the long to the short component when the tempera
is increased, and Arrhenius dependence of both compon
with similar activation energies of about 1.5 kcal/mol. T
amplitudesci of the different components in Table II can, t
first approximation, be identified as the relative populatio
of chromophores that have the corresponding fluoresce
lifetime, with the equilibrium constant beingK5c2 /c1 . The
thermodynamic parameters~Table II! governing this equilib-
rium are obtained by the linear fit

ln K52
DH

R S 1

TD1
DS

R
, ~9!

assuming that these parameters are approximately consta
the temperature range studied. These data are in good a
ment with data obtained by other techniques.80

Polarization of the fluorescence depends on the distr
tion of moments of the electronic transitions responsible

ri-
s
ho-
e

nt

d

FIG. 37. Single photon counting data obtained with the Super-ACO
FEL: ~A! Total fluorescence decayF(t) of NADH at pH 8, 10 °C,lexc 350
nm, lem 460 nm, and corresponding instrumental functiong(t); ~B! residu-
als obtained from maximum entropy method analysis of the decay in~A!;
~C! autocorrelation of the residuals.
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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TABLE II. Fluorescence measurements of NADH performed with the super-ACO FEL.

Temperature
(°C)

c1

61%
t1 , ns
60.01

c2

61%
t2 , ns
60.02 c3

t3 , ns
60.2

t̄, ns
60.01 x2

10 61% 0.30 38% 0.70 1% 1.7 0.47 1.30
20 68% 0.28 32% 0.62 ,0.1% 1.8 0.39 1.20
40 78% 0.24 22% 0.55 ,0.01% 2.1 0.31 1.24

Arrhenius fits for different fluorescence decays.

t1 t2 t̄
Ea 1.460.3 kcal/mole 1.560.1 kcal/mole 2.660.3 kcal/mole
A 46331010 s21 26131010 s21 26131011 s21

Thermodynamical parameterK5c2 /c15exp(2DG/RT) with others techniques.

Technique DH ~kcal/mole! DS ~cal/K mole! G0 °C ~kcal/mole!
Fluorescence 25.060.2 218.560.7 10.160.4
NMR (25.660.2) (217.561) (20.860.2) (10.460.1)
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the emissions process, which is related to rotational Bro
ian motion of the molecules in solution. The decay of anis
ropy of a chromophore rigidly attached to a sphere can
described byr (t)5r 0 exp(2t/t) wherer 0 is the static anisot-
ropy related to the angles between the moments associat
absorption and to emission andt is the relaxation coefficient
which is inversely proportional to the rotational diffusio
coefficient of a sphere. The measurements of fluoresce
anisotropy decay lead to very fast depolarization of the ni
tinamide ring, independent of the rest of the NADH mo
ecule. We find an average hydrodynamic volume of 10
6100 Å3 for NADH, which would correspond to a spher
with radius of 6.2 Å. This is in good agreement with th
volume of a folded configuration (836 Å3) given by a van
der Waals model. The spatial conformations deduced
shown in Fig. 38 in folded and open conformations. The
results are in agreement with those obtained from previ
nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! studies of aqueous
NAD.81

B. Transient absorption experiments

Figure 39 shows the transient absorption experime
setup employed at Super-ACO. Control of the spatial over
between the pulses is critical. To monitor this, we mounte
quartz lens, which was used to focus the pump beam onto

FIG. 38. Possible conformations of aqueous NADH.~A! Folded form con-
structed from minimized fragments of the NADH chemical structure un
stereochemical rules borrowed from the DNA structure.~B! Structure
adopted by NADH within the active site of lactate dehydrogenase in
ternary complex with oxamate, according to the x-ray crystallographic d
of C. Abad-Zapatero, J. P. Griffith, J. L. Sussman, and M. G. Rossm
~1987! J. Mol. Biol. 198 445, entry 1LDM of the Protein Data Bank.
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sample, on anX–Y–Z manipulator. The pump beam ca
then be moved and focused precisely in the region where
probe beam intersects the sample. This region where the
photon beams intersect is optimized with the signal obtai
by a charge coupled device~CCD! camera in steady-stat
operation. The time-resolved experiment was performed
lower repetition rate, i.e., 83.2 kHz, than the normal o
~8.32 MHz! using a Pockel’s cell.

Acridine from Prolabo, used without further purificatio
was studied. Absorption spectra were recorded using a C
210 ~Varian Inc.! spectrophotometer. Typically, a 0.1 cm or
1 cm quartz optical cell was used. Its final concentration w
116 mM and 1.6 mM, giving an absorbance of about 0.5
350 nm and absorbance of about 1 at 363 nm, respectivel
the 0.1 cm path of a quartz cuvette.

The absolute intensity of a differential transient abso
tion spectrumDA(l,t) is directly proportional to the popu
lation of the molecule in an excited state. Assuming that
pump beam interacts only via the transitionS0→S1 , the
saturation fluence isFS51/sa0(l) wheresa0(l) is the ab-
sorption cross section of the ground state~in units of cm2) at
wavelengthl. The pulse fluence of the pump should be
the same order as the saturation fluence in order to exc
large fraction of the molecules. The FEL power on t
sample is limited to a maximum of 100 mW, which corr
sponds to energy of 12 nJ per pulse~i.e., 231010 photons/
pulse!. The pump beam is focused onto the sample to wit
a diameter of;20mm, leading to the possibility of fluence
approximately equal to the saturation fluence. In the simp
situation, the pump/probe signal observed is proportiona
the population that is not in the ground state. Thus, if
ground state is the only absorbing state, then the pump/p
observable is given byS(t)5A^Pex(t)& whereA is a con-
stant determined by experimental parameters such as th
ser intensity and the probability that the system is found
the excited statêPex&. If the probe wavelength is in the
spectral region of existing absorption of the ground state
of the stimulated emission, bleaching of the solution may
observed. This was the case in our investigation of acrid
The change in transient absorption shown in Fig. 40 displ
decay of the transient at 430 nm. The lifetime of the fi

r

s
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singlet excited state determined by convolution is 1
(60.2) ns. These results are consistent with those of Sha
and Winn82 ~fluorescence lifetimes of 375650 and 817
680 ps for excitations at 355 and 396 nm, respectively!.

C. Future prospects

The energy per pulse of an advanced storage ring F
such as the one proposed for the French Synchrotron Ra
tion facility SOLEIL will be sufficient~3–10mJ! to carry out
quasisaturation of the excited state in the active volum

FIG. 39. Schematic diagram of the transient absorption experiment~SU7—
undulator; SB5—bending magnet; PD—photodiode; PM—photomultipl
BS—bunch signal!. The UV-SR FEL pump was variably delayed by
computer-controlled translation stage, with accessible delay ranges
14.5 to 23.5 ns ~a positive delay corresponds to the UV-SR FEL pum
pulse impinging on the sample before the probe pulse!. The white light
emitted by a bending magnet via the SB5 beamline is extracted to gen
a white probe pulse in the 400–700 nm range. Both the pump and p
beams are focused onto the sample, and cross at a 7° angle in the sa
which flows through a 1 mmthick quartz cell. The entire white continuum
pulse is sent to an imaging spectrometer~Princeton Instruments, Inc. mode
SpectraPro-750 monochromator! and detected by a thermoelectrical
cooled CCD camera~TE/CCD-1752-PF/UV, chip size: 17523532) in
steady-state operation or by a photomultiplier~Hamamatsu RS928! in time-
resolved operation.
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Moreover, this capability will allow operation to the edge
vacuum UV~200 nm or possibly shorter!, which will open
an entirely new spectroscopic field for transverse acou
~TA! spectroscopy in the nanosecond and subnanosecon
gimes. Thanks to the tunability of advanced storage r
FELs, it will be possible to study the excited states produc
by UV irradiation of a wide variety of chromophores, ind
cated in Table III. Such photoreactions define the very fi
stages of certain processes of cytotoxicity.84 Besides, the pri-
mary species that result from the excitation of trytophan
mainly the origin of the photodegradations induced by
irradiation of proteins. In addition, nonradiative relaxation
still poorly understood, i.e., specifically how it affects th
intensity and the kinetics of tryptophan fluorescence, wh
is used extensively in the study of structural and dynam
properties of proteinsin vitro.

The exact photophysical consequences of the excita
of the peptide bond (lexc5200 nm), present at very stron
concentrations in proteins, are still poorly known. The
mechanisms could be of great importance for the comp
hension of complex evolutionary processes such as the a
of proteins. Oxidative condensation of catecholamines s

;

m

ate
be
ple,

FIG. 40. Pump/probe data for the acridine in ethanol. The smooth line
resents the fit of the data.

TABLE III. Intrinsic and extrinsic chromophores in biological systems. Fo
a list of additional extrinsic chromophores~used in fluorescence! see, for
example, Ref. 83.

Proteins
Tryptophan, tyrosin~280 nm!, peptidic bond~200 nm!

Cystein~200 nm!, histidin ~230 nm!, phenylalanin~250 nm!

Coenzymes and prosthetic systems
NADH, NADPH ~350 nm!, flavins ~450 nm!

Hemes: 400 nm, 550 nm and porphyrins: 500–650 nm
Quinones: 260–280 nm, retinal: 280 and 500 nm

Pigments and neurotransmitters
Chlorophylles~360, 580, and 800 nm!, carotenoids~400–500 nm!

Adrenalin ~280 nm!, adrenochrome~300 and 480 nm!

Nucleic acid
Purins and pyrimidins~260 nm!, wybutine~310 nm!

Drugs
Radiosensitizer, psoralens, phenothiazins
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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as adrenalin (lexc5280 nm), implied by the formation o
various forms of melanin, brings into play uncharacteriz
reactive species, which transient absorption spectrosc
promises to identify.

The nanosecond time scale constitutes a ‘‘key’’ field
comprehension of the primary photophysical processes.
ing into account the intensity of the electronic transitio
S0^2&S1 , the intrinsic lifetime of the excited state for thes
chromophores is in general about a few tens of nanoseco
The various decay processes of this excited state, which
the starting points of the various photochemical or pho
physical pathways, must thus be on an equal scale or m
rapid than the nanosecond. Thus accessing subnanose
processes holds the promise of reaching the initial crossro
from which the evolution of the excited state will be dete
mined.

XII. UV-PUMP, BROADBAND-IR-PROBE
SPECTROSCOPY

The Duke storage ring, OK-4 FEL, is a pulsed source
coherent UV radiation, tunable from 193 to 400 nm.85 In
addition, the bending magnet downstream of the OK-4 F
is a source of broadband infrared radiation. Because the s
bunch of electrons emits both pulses, the timing between
UV and IR pulses is essentially jitter free and the time re
lution attainable is thus limited only by the pulse width. T
capability to excite systems with tunable ultraviolet radiati
and then probe the relaxation processes throughout the
infrared with a time resolution on the order of 100 ps
unique, and it opens the way to the study of photochem
and photobiological systems not previously accessible
time-resolved infrared spectroscopy. A beamline was co
missioned to take advantage of these synchronized l
sources, recognizing that the repetition rate of 2.79 MHz
ideal for rapid-scan, asynchronous sampling.86

A. Synchronized light sources
for two-color, time-resolved spectroscopy

The OK-4 FEL has been operational since 1996 and
1999 water-cooled copper disks were installed in the corn
of the storage ring with optical flats that extract synchrotr
radiation. The acceptance angles for the capture of sync
tron radiation are 57 mrad horizontally and 14 mrad ve
cally. While the vertical acceptance angle severely restr
the collection of the far infrared (,500 cm21), theoretical
extraction of midinfrared radiation is comparable to that
beamlines at National Synchrotron Light Source
Brookhaven National Laboratory.87

Figure 41 shows the layout for the optical and vacu
systems to collect infrared synchrotron radiation, where
copper flat reflects radiation downward. A gold-coated pla
mirror located 20 cm below the flat reflects the synchrot
radiation towards a 6 in. diam,f /6 spherical mirror. The
spherical mirror directs the synchrotron radiation back p
this plane mirror and focuses the light through a CaF2 win-
dow that separates the ultrahigh vacuum (10210 Torr) of the
storage ring from the remainder of the beamli
(1027 Torr). The synchrotron radiation that emerges fro
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the storage ring vacuum chamber is then collimated by a
off-axis parabolic mirror (f eff57.5 in.). The collimated syn-
chrotron radiation is then directed 20 m down the beaml
by a pair of plane steering mirrors. The synchrotron radiat
is brought out of the beamline vacuum system at the end
tion through a second CaF2 window. At this point, the syn-
chrotron radiation ~SR! encompasses wavelengths fro
;450 nm to 9mm, limited at long wavelengths by the CaF2

windows.
Once at the endstation, Fig. 42, the SR is direc

through a N2 purged path to the same level as that of t
optical table by a steering mirror and focused by a 90° o
axis parabolic mirror (f eff55.5 in.). The focal point serves a
an effective point source for a Bruker IFS-66v FTIR spe
trometer. We have measured the SR power with FTIR a
compared it to theoretical expectations. Due to the effect
beam divergence over the 20 m between the collimating m
ror and the endstation and reflection losses from each m
and window, approximately 40% of the theoretically ava
able synchrotron radiation power is delivered to the FT
Using a collimating mirror with a longer effective foca
length could reduce divergence losses. However, the mi
currently in use has the longestf eff available in a diamond-
turned 90° off-axis paraboloid.

The storage ring current and consequently the synch
tron radiation power decrease exponentially during
course of a single injection cycle of the storage ring. T
creates a drift problem for measuring pump–probe differe
spectra, since the low light levels require 5 min of sign
averaging to achieve a signal to noise ratio~SNR! of 1000
~i.e., the ability to detect pump-on versus pump-off diffe
ence signals of 0.001 absorbance units!. Consequently, we
have installed an electronic shutter to measure the pump
and pump-off spectra as an interleaved set, thus avoid
untoward consequences of drift in optical power.

To perform the two-color pump–probe experiment w
must also deliver the coherent UV output of the OK-4 fre
electron laser to the sample, as shown in Fig. 42. This
accomplished by extracting the UV light from its evacuat
beam tube that is mounted parallel to the vacuum tube
transmits the infrared radiation. Once the UV-pump pu
arrives at the optical table, it is directed through a delay l
and then focused onto the sample in the FTIR spectrome
We can vary the relative arrival times of the UV-pump a
SR-probe pulses at the sample by.10 ns, at which the in-
tensities of the two pulses have been shown to remain c
stant within 5% without any realignment of the optics as t
optical path length is varied.

A Hamamatsu streak camera was used to measure
pulse width of the synchrotron radiation. The results of t
measurement show that the SR pulse width increase
single-bunch current in the ring is increased, up to 360 p
10 mA. When these pulse width measurements are comp
to those taken in 1998 over a lower current range~the two
sets of measurements overlap near 3 mA!, the pulse widths
are now a factor of 2 higher than they were in the past.88 By
optimizing the electron orbit in the ring, this factor of
should be recovered. The lasing pulse widths of the OK
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 41. Schematic diagram of the broadband IR collection optics of the synchrotron beamline.
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will be a factor of;5 smaller than the synchrotron radiatio
pulse widths.

We have commissioned this pump–probe beamline
performed initial characterization of both light source
While the synchrotron radiation power level is on
;200mW between 2 and 9mm, we have maintained th
intrinsic brightness of the SR throughout the beamline. T
SR pulse width is 200–400 ps~FWHM! depending upon the
amount of current stored in the electron bunch. Coher
radiation from the OK-4 that is used to excite the samp
has a pulse width 2 – 53 shorter than the SR and approach
5 mW of average power for single-bunch operation of
storage ring.

B. Asynchronous sampling

The high intrinsic repetition rate of this storage ring
compatible with the asynchronous sampling method.89 For
Downloaded 23 Nov 2004 to 129.59.117.225. Redistribution subject to A
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our applications, the broadband IR source probes a sam
material that is resonantly pumped in the UV, as summari
in Fig. 43. The IR source can be viewed as a distribution
Fourier components. Part A represents an interferogram f
single Fourier component, i.e., one first modulated in int
sity by the Michelson interferometer, then passing through
absorbing sample onto the detector. Part B represents pe
bation to the probe signal due to repetitively pulsing with t
UV pump. In part C, a pulsed IR probe is synchronized to
UV pump to interrogate the relaxation of the excited st
due to UV absorption, where the traces in parts A and B
included for reference. Since neither the pump nor the pr
pulses are synchronized to the scanning of the Michel
interferometer, over time all phases of the modulated int
sity are measured. As shown in part D, the discrete interfe
gram of part C has been converted into a continuous in
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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ferogram with a low pass electronic filter. Note the repetiti
rate must exceed the highest Fourier frequency by a facto
2 ~40 kHz in our case! to avoid aliasing, a sampling artifac
Fourier transforming the sum of the interferograms for all
the Fourier components results in a single-beam spectr
which can be put into a ratio against the no-excitation sp
trum to generate a differential absorption spectrum. By s

FIG. 42. Schematic diagram of the endstation for UV-pump, broad b
IR-probe spectroscopy.

FIG. 43. Asynchronous sampling method for time-resolved FTIR that p
the intensity as a function of mirror retardation or, equivalently, of time. S
the text for further explanation.
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tematically varying the delay between the pump and pro
the overall relaxation processes are mapped. In single-bu
mode, the synchrotron radiation pulse repetition rate of
Duke storage ring is 2.7898 MHz, well in excess of th
required for asynchronous sampling FTIR.

C. Future prospects

As an example of the type of experiments to be p
formed, consider the unanswered questions that surround
enzymatic mechanism of DNA photolyase. This prote
binds to UV-induced lesions in DNA~specifically pyrimidine
dimers! and then catalyzes the cleavage of the pyrimid
dimers when exposed to blue light.90 All evidence points to
the involvement of photoinduced electron transfer in t
catalytic mechanism. However, time-resolved absorpt
spectroscopy in the UV–visible spectral region has not b
able to identify the nature of the intermediates in th
process.91 Once the photoexcitation of the bound flavin chr
mophore was quenched, an unidentified intermediate a
within 2 ns of the flash (lmax5400 nm). The remaining step
were silent in the visible spectral region. By extending t
accessible spectral range to include the near and mid-IR
electron transfer events in this photocycle should no lon
remain spectrally silent. Vibrational frequencies in t
mid-IR are extremely sensitive to changes in the spatial
tribution of electron density. By simultaneously probing
broad range of mid-IR frequencies, we will be able to mo
tor the catalytic involvement of the flavin chromophore, re
dues of the enzyme, and the DNA bases of the pyrimid
dimer. In addition, the time-resolved FTIR spectra will co
tain information regarding conformational changes in t
protein and DNA backbones that accompany the photoc
lytic cycle.

It is instructive to estimate the minimum power nece
sary for the proposed investigation of DNA photolyase. Co
sider an optimized time-resolved pump–probe experim
with parameters that match the Duke OK-4 FEL and s
chrotron beamline. Using the synchrotron radiation as
probe with a single electron bunch in the storage ring (f rep

52.79 MHz), our sensitivity is limited toDAIR,min50.001.
For a strong vibrational band, e.g., an amide or carboxyl
we have« IR5600 M21 cm21. If we optimize the optical sys-
tem to provide a diffraction limited spot in the Bruker IFS
66v sample compartment thenw550mm. The power re-
quired decreases as the wavelength increases, so we
calculate the power necessary at the upper end of the O
tuning range,l5400 nm. Furthermore, we will allow the
sample to absorb all available light. Actual samples will on
absorb between 50% and 90% of incident light, and th
increase power needed. Under these conditions, we fin
threshold power of 109 mW for an excitation wavelength
400 nm~i.e., 40 nJ per pulse at 2.79 MHz!. Several hundred
milliwatts on the sample is a judicious target threshold giv
this idealized assessment. One option is to consider an
perimental system with more intense absorption, wh
600 M21 cm21 is about as strong as vibrational bands g
Alternatively, electronic transitions can exhibit molar abso
tivities 1003 greater. In fact, a HgCdTe semiconduct
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s
e
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FIG. 44. Block diagram of the monochromatic x-ray source built and currently operating at the W. M. Keck FEL Center at Vanderbilt University.
electron gun; linac—linear accelerator; IZ—interaction zone; Dump—electron beam dump; the tabletop terawatt laser consists of a pump, yttriuhium
fluoride, stretch/regen, seed, Nd:glass amplifier, and pulse compressor.
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served as the experimental system for commissioning of
NSLS time-resolved IR beamline.87

XIII. IMAGING WITH PULSED, TUNABLE,
MONOCHROMATIC X RAYS

Many individuals have long sought the means to prod
pulsed, tunable, monochromatic x rays at high flux in a
ometry suitable for human imaging, as well as for other p
poses. While ‘‘hard’’ x rays are currently available from se
eral sources, they have never before been available fro
compact source that allows one to control the spectrum,
ing, and flux of the x rays simultaneously.

The phenomenon of inverse Compton scattering le
itself well to the production of such a beam. In this proce
a high-energy electron beam is tightly focused and coun
propagated against a powerful infrared laser beam. The
photons scatter off the electrons and are shifted from the
to x-ray frequencies in a direction almost collinear with t
direction of travel of the electron beam. Since the Mark-
FEL produces a powerful IR beam and is driven by such
electron beam, it has shown promise as a vehicle for x-
production using the Compton process.

In August 1998, the Mark-III FEL at Vanderbilt Univer
sity successfully produced pulsed, tunable, ne
monochromatic x rays.92 That experiment yielded 104 x-ray
photons/s, deemed impractical for the uses envisioned.
extreme radiation environment around the FEL, the loss
flux through a mosaic crystal transport system to an upst
shirtsleeves imaging lab, the inaccessibility of the beam
components in a thick concrete shielded vault, the low nu
ber of photons per pulse, and the downwardly spiraling
output of the FEL as electron beam parameters were o
mized for the monochromatic beamline component of
x-ray source, all underscored the need for a better, m
compact dedicated system.
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To that end, a new monochromatic x-ray imaging syst
was designed and built. It consists of a rf linac running
‘‘single pulse’’ mode, and a tabletop terawatt laser~Fig. 44!.
This source became operational in April 2001, and is c
rently used for applications research in pulsed, tuna
monochromatic x-ray imaging.

A. Monochromatic x-ray source

1. The accelerator

The electron gun is a copper photocathode, which is
luminated by a portion of the seed laser output~described
below! that has been quadrupled. The linear accelerato
made of a single SLAC section driven by the 2856 MH
output of a standard klystron. Its energy can be tuned fr
20 to 50 MeV. One superconducting solenoid magnet is u
to focus the electron beam to a 50mm spot at the interaction
zone~IZ!, which is defined as the point of interaction of th
electron and IR beams.

2. The laser

The tabletop terawatt laser consists of a 200 fs Ti:s
phire seed laser running at 1052 nm which drives a com
nation stretcher/regenerative amplifier that produces a t
of pulses stretched to about 1 ns, a Nd:YLF pulse comp
sor, and a frequency quadrupler that uses a small portio
light from the amplifier to drive the photocathode of th
accelerator, with the rest of the light from the amplifier d
livered to a multistage Nd:glass final amplifier to deliv
20 J of IR light to a pulse compressor and focusing opti
These in turn deliver the final 10 J pulse to the IZ. T
current repetition rate of the laser is 0.01 Hz, limiting t
x-ray pulses to one ‘‘burst’’ each 100 s.
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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3. The integrated x-ray source

The integrated x-ray source counter propagates a si
8 ps electron pulse containing 1 nC of charge and a sing
ps 10 J pulse of 1052 nm IR light at the IZ to produce 110

x-ray photons, tunable from 12 to 50 keV with a varyin
bandwidth of 1%–10%, also in 8 ps.

Alignment of the two beams is accomplished using co
joined perpendicular screens for serial visualization of the
beam and transition radiation from the electron beam. T
ing and phase adjustments bring the Rayleigh ranges of
two beams into an overlapping configuration at the IZ, m
ing use of a newly developed phase corrector and an op
trombone. X-ray output emanates through a beryllium w
dow on the end of the vacuum line. No x-ray optics a
needed for deflection of the beam unless one desires to f
or deflect the beam for certain experiments. By altering
energy of the electron beam, the x-ray energy is made
able. Focusing the electron beam to a smaller or larger fo
spot size will vary the bandwidth. Since the machine is
sentially self-shielded, it does not require the use of a c
crete vault and may be run in an occupied room near per
nel not required to wear radiation badges.

B. Medical applications

1. Mammography

Tunable, narrow bandwidth x rays can significantly r
duce the radiation dose delivered to a patient in any type
x-ray procedure currently performed. This savings in rad
tion dose can vary by a factor of 2–50, depending on
study being performed and the imaging protocol be
used.93 An example of the utility of such a beam would b
tunable, monochromatic x-ray mammography perform
without breast compression to yield three-dimension
volumetric CT images. Such studies would unravel the c
fusing overlap in structures now seen in plain film geo
etries. Diagnostic accuracy of this type of mammograp
should theoretically rise due to the higher linear attenua
characteristics of malignant tissues relative to normal bre
structures.94 An x-ray source, such as that described abo
can be configured to service a large multiroom mammog
phy facility.

Images of breast phantoms are currently being m
with single 8 ps bursts of x rays, since each pulse conta
more than enough photons to produce a complete im
Genetically engineered mice are also being imaged in
effort to discern the development of tumors of the breast o
time and the potential for reversal of these growths us
new types of drug therapy. The low radiation doses delive
using monochromatic x-ray beams allow the performance
longitudinal biological studies without ‘‘frying’’ the mouse
with the high radiation doses now needed that utilize po
chromatic beams.

2. K-edge imaging

K-edge imaging becomes possible with such a tuna
beam as well. By tuning to the binding energy of thek-shell
electron in a whole host of atoms, one can selectively
hance the visibility of currently used radiographic contr
Downloaded 23 Nov 2004 to 129.59.117.225. Redistribution subject to A
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agents, as well as tumor seeking drugs labeled with ap
priate atoms within the 12–50 keV range of the beam. If o
wished to lower the radiation dose to the patient even furth
gadolinium containing magnetic resonance imaging cont
agents could be substituted for iodine containing ‘‘dye
The k-edge of iodine is 33 keV, while that of gadolinium
50 keV. The human body is more transparent to the hig
energy x-ray beam, but thek-edge effect can still be take
advantage of.

3. Phase contrast imaging

The x-ray output of the source is easily collimated, ma
ing it useful for the performance of phase contrast imagi
This type of imaging takes advantage of the inherent diff
ences in refractive index of various body tissues and of
fractive edges at tissue planes. Because the body is mad
of low atomic number elements, such as hydrogen, oxyg
carbon, and nitrogen, phase contrast effects~which are best
seen in lowZ elements! can offer as much as 100–100
times the information than would be derived from such e
ments solely using the linear attenuation effects of stand
absorption imaging.95 This wealth of additional information
offers some rather spectacular enhancements to image
animals, tissues, and potentially, it is hoped, humans. T
using cancers in whole excised breasts have shown impr
ments in the conspicuity of some of the stellate fibro
stranding around small tumors, making them more visible
the laboratory setting. In other words, the body reacts
many tumors by depositing fibrous tissue, which presen
characteristic starburst pattern in x-ray images. It is expec
that this novel capability will be added to the clinical settin
once some of the logistics of phase contrast imaging
worked out.96

4. Time-of-flight imaging

Since imaging fluxes are produced in 10 ps, time-
flight imaging could be performed with this source. X-ra
photons that traverse the imaged part without scattering
termed ballistic photons. These produce an image on a
tector within picoseconds of the start of imaging. Scatte
photons will not reach the detector before several hund
picoseconds, and can extend into the nanosecond regime
using a detector that only records x rays for about 100
one can ignore the delayed scattered photons. This aff
one the opportunity of improving the signal-to-noise ratio
an image by six- to ninefold.97 Alternatively, one could per-
form an image with the same S/N ratio with almost one or
of magnitude fewer X rays.

5. Exceedingly high speed imaging

While an exceedingly high speed pulsed beam would
extremely useful in imaging rapid mechanical processes s
as nondestructive testing of turbines, or explosive proces
like the study of modes of armor failure with kinetic wea
ons, it can still find medical uses in the areas of small anim
imaging or human imaging. Biological processes are exce
ingly slow compared to the picosecond structure of the x-
pulse. However, splitting the beam into a number of bea
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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and directing them through an animal from different dire
tions at once opens the door to single pulse 10 ps CT. T
would allow the study of these creatures without the nec
sity of anesthesia. Imaging equipment could be simplifi
since gating studies to cardiac and respiratory cycles wo
no longer be needed. Tunable x rays would also cut the
diation dose needed to carry out these studies, so ani
could be studied repeatedly over time to follow tum
growth, drug action, or other disease processes.

C. Protein crystallography

This integrated x-ray source can also be used to perf
protein crystallography without the need to take protein cr
tals to synchrotron facilities. The beam can be focused to
exceptionally small spot and, when run in a high avera
power mode at 20 Hz, can deliver a photon flux only one
two orders of magnitude lower than that typically deliver
to the crystal by the synchrotron source. Higher fluxes
available at synchrotrons but are frequently not used du
damage to the crystals. This device can deliver 8–50 k
with little modification at narrow bandwidth, making it pos
sible to perform standard crystallography, multiwavelen
anomalous dispersion~MAD !, and Laue studies using mu
tiple energies simultaneously.

D. Future prospects

While the current integrated x-ray source has been b
to cover the x-ray spectrum from 12 to 50 keV, it is eas
scalable to higher energies. The addition of a second SL
section allows electron beam energies of 50–100 keV, an
on.

XIV. SASE FELS AND POTENTIAL APPLICATION
TO BIOLOGY

A. Self-amplified spontaneous emission

When an electron bunch traverses an undulator~i.e., a
periodic magnetic field!, it emits electromagnetic radiatio
~Fig. 45! at wavelengthl r5lu (11K2/2)/2g2, wherelu is
the undulator period,gmc2 the electron beam energy, andK
the dimensionless undulator strength parameter. Since
electrons are in a bunch much longer than the radia

FIG. 45. Schematic diagram of a single pass FEL operating in SASE m
The microbunching process that, develops in parallel with the radia
power is shown in the lower part.~Reproduced with permission from Re
104.!
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wavelengthl r , the EM field emitted by different electron
has a random relative phase. The incoherent EM wa
propagate through the undulator and interact with the e
trons. The interaction makes the trajectory of electrons w
larger ~smaller! energy bend less~more! and the electrons
within one radiation wavelength tend to get nearer to e
other. This process produces microbunching of the electr
at the scale ofl r . Electrons bunched within a waveleng
emit coherent EM radiation, that is, the amplitude of the E
field is proportional to the number of electrons within th
microbunch and the intensity proportional to the square
the electrons. The larger intensity leads to more microbun
ing. The result is that the EM field keeps gaining ener
from the bunched electrons and the radiation intensity (I r)
grows exponentially withI r;e2z/LG, wherez is the undula-
tor length. The gain length (LG) is defined as
LG5lu /(4p)r), wherer, the dimensionless FEL param
eter, is of the order of 0.001 or less.98 The radiation intensity
eventually reaches saturation which occurs when
bunched electrons gain energy from the EM field balan
by losing energy to the EM field. The process, called se
amplified spontaneous emission,98,99 is illustrated in Fig. 45.
To observe the SASE process, a high quality and high brig

FIG. 46. Exponential gain and saturation of SASE FELs at wavelength
530 and 385 nm. Thex axis shows the integrated radiated energy and thy
axis the distance along the undulator system.~Reproduced with permission
from Ref. 100.!

FIG. 47. ~Color! Radiation damage to a lysozyme molecule as a function
time. The simulated x-ray FEL intensity was 331012 photons~12 keV! per
100 nm diam spot with the FWHM of the pulse 10 fs. The images show
molecule at the beginning, in the middle, and near the end of the x-ray p
~Reproduced with permission from Ref. 103.!
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FIG. 48. Possible schematic layout for an experiment for imaging single biomolecules using x-ray FELs.
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ness electron beam is required. With the development of p
tocathode radio-frequency electron guns and long, high q
ity undulators, SASE FELs operating at infrared, visible, a
ultraviolet wavelengths were experimentally observed in
late 1990s.100 More recently, a group at Argonne Nation
Laboratory has demonstrated the exponential gain and s
ration of SASE FELs at wavelengths of 530 and 385
~shown in Fig. 46!,101 and a group at Deutsche Elektrone
Synchrotron ~DESY!, operating the TESLA test facility
SASE FEL, has obtained exponential gain down to 80 n
the shortest wavelength obtained up to now for a FEL.102

B. Future prospects

The demonstration of SASE FELs at visible and ult
violet wavelengths paves the way for future x-ray FE
based on the SASE process. Tunable hard x-ray FELs h
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already been proposed worldwide including the Linac Coh
ent Light Source at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Cen
and TESLA at DESY.103,104 Due to the extremely high flux
and ultrashort pulses, x-ray FELs conceivably will op
many new opportunities in biology and biomedical scienc
Here we illustrated one important application, i.e., the pot
tial for imaging single biomolecules using x-ray FELs. Cu
rently, x-ray crystallography is the primary methodology
which to determine the three-dimensional~3D! structure of
protein molecules at near-atomic or atomic resolution, wh
requires obtaining sizable good quality protein crysta
However, somewhere around 20%–40% of protein m
ecules including most of the important membrane prote
are difficult or impossible to crystallize. One possible way
overcome the crystallization difficulty is to extend x-ra
crystallography to noncrystals, which has recently been d
ity

FIG. 49. ~Color! ~a! One section of a 3D diffraction pattern processed from 106 identical copies of rubisco molecules with Poisson noise added and 333
33 center pixel intensity removed. The edge of the diffraction pattern corresponds to 2.5 Å resolution.~b! Stereoview of the reconstructed 3D electron dens
map of the rubisco molecule~contoured at 2s! on which an atomic model obtained from the Protein Data Bank is superimposed.~Reproduced with permission
from Ref. 110.!
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onstrated by combining the coherent diffraction and the ov
sampling phasing method.105 This novel approach can in
principle be applied to imaging single biomolecules, but i
poses very high radiation damage to biomolecules due to
loss of crystallinity. With the prospects for x-ray FELs, th
radiation damage problem may be circumvented. Theore
simulations show that, within about 10 fs, biomolecules c
withstand x-ray intensity of;3.83106 photons/Å2 with
minimal structural change~as shown in Fig. 47!.106 In a com-
bination of x-ray FELs and the novel approach of imagi
noncrystalline specimens, a possible experimental setu
outlined here, shown in Fig. 48. X-ray FEL pulses will fir
be focused downward to a 100 nm spot by a Fresnel z
plate.107 Using a mass spectrometer, identical biomolecu
can be selected and sprayed one by one in random orie
tion into the focused spot.108 Before scattering by a focuse
x-ray FEL pulse, each molecule will be orientated by a p
larized nonresonant optical laser field.109 The diffraction pat-
terns will be recorded by an x-ray CCD with fast reado
The experiment will be carried out in high vacuum to elim
nate unwanted scattering. Two-dimensional~2D! diffraction
patterns from single molecules will be characterized and
sembled into a 3D diffraction pattern. By employing th
oversampling phasing method, it has been shown tha
simulated 3D molecular diffraction pattern at 2.5 Å reso
tion can be successfully phased and transformed into an
curate electron density map comparable to that obtained
more conventional methods~Fig. 49!.110 The powerful com-
bination of the x-ray FEL and the new imaging approa
could therefore have a tremendous impact on structural b
ogy.

XV. DISCUSSION

A wide range of biophysical and biomedical applicatio
research has been accomplished by taking advantage o
unique light source capabilities of FELs. These capabilit
include combinations of wavelength ranges, pulse structu
and peak and average power. A broad research and dev
ment program resulted in human surgical applications us
the midinfrared Mark-III FEL. The operating parameters f
an IR laser dedicated to surgical applications were specifi
The inhomogeneous buildup of heat that is key to contro
degradation of material components seen in tissue abla
and mass spectrometry can confound spectroscopic mea
ments with infrared, linac-based FELs. A microbeam for
vestigating tissue dynamics using multiple light sourc
holds the promise of understanding at cellular length sca
i.e., a molecular description of cell physiology and biome
cal processes.

The midinfrared SCA FEL and UV FELs based on sto
age rings are particularly useful for one- and two-color sp
troscopic investigations of biophysical processes. Th
FELs enable spectroscopic techniques that access n
wavelength and dynamic ranges not probed by complem
tary techniques using conventional ultrafast lasers. While
repetition rates of these FELs are high enough to sup
novel sampling techniques and keep the measurement t
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manageable, they are low enough to limit the confound
effects of sample heating.

The THz-BRIDGE project currently supported by th
European Union includes the development of compact F
technology operating in the THz~far-infrared! range. The
goals for applications of these THz sources include biolo
cal and diagnostic biomedical imaging.111

A source for pulsed, tunable, monochromatic x-rays p
duced by inverse Compton scattering is now operation
having benefited from a proof-of-principle demonstration u
ing the midinfrared Mark-III FEL. This source should enab
novel protocols in medical imaging as well as serve a
compact source for studies of time-resolved structural b
ogy. Furthermore, the next generation SASE light sou
promises extremely high flux and ultrashort pulses and c
ceivably will open many new opportunities in biological an
biomedical science.
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